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Holland City News.
YOL.

HOLLAND,

XII.— NO. 28.

She goltonfl (Sitjj geui?.

If BBNGB, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Dran, Med*
ifl icines. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and

EIGHTH STREET.

H.

Common OonnoU*

ARB YOU MADE

ROGERS.

lffBYER, BROUWER A

CO.. Dealers in all
ivi kinds of Fornltnre, Curtains,Wall Paper,

Editor and Publisher.

miserableby IndigMtion,

Constipation, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow
skin? Bhlloh'e Vitalizeria a positive care. Sold
by D. R. Meengs.

Incas.

ftnRera.

WILLIAM

lomcut.j

-focal

Perfnneriea. River atreet.

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
53

WHOLE

1883.

IT’ANPUTTBN.Wm.,Dealer in

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

OFFICE: No.

pdital

18,

THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,
Holland, Michigan,Aug. IGth, ’88.
Drufa, Medioinea,Painta,Oila, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Ind., says: "Both myself and wife owe onr Uvce to
The
Common Connoil met in special
hlloh's
Consumption
Care."
Sold
by
D.
K.
W.VAKDssBMo'aFamilyMedieinea;River St.
Meengt.
session at the call of the Meyor.

WEEKLTKi WSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

Carpets, Coffins, Plctnre Frames, etc.: River st.

WHY WILL YOU

congh when Shtloh’e Core
give immediate relief. Price 10 eta. 50 cts.
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
will

Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Beukema, Kramer, Workman,
Boyd, Nyiand and the Clerk.
The Mayor stated that the object of the
meeting was to hear the report of the Special Committee on water works and to

NO.

697.

that 15,840 feet of such wooden pipe, divided into 1,890 ft 8-ioch. $£70 ft 6-inch
and 8.250 ft 4-Inch, with 800 ft iuctloupipe, 75 double Hollv hydrants, 1 8-loch
gate, 5 6-inch gates, 11 4 loch gates, with
cases for said gates, and 8,000 lbs. of specials, all laid down within the city limits,
wherever directed, baa been offered to
them for the sum of $12,112 94: while the
same material, deliveredat Holland, on
the cars, was offered for $9,879.46, as per
estimates receivedand now in the hands
of yonr Committee.

take action on said report.

The cost of snch 15,840 ft. of wooden
Reading of the minutes weie dispensed pipe alone, Including freight, amounts to
with and regular order of business sus- $7,996.64.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if f TAN PUTTEN G„
pended.
In Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
In regard to iVon pipe, yonr Com. finds
" HACKMETACK." a lastingand fragrant perand Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
The Special Committee on water works, that the same length and dimensions,of
fume. Price 25 ana 50 cents. Sold ny D. R,
paid at six months.
appointedto ascertain what kind and size the kind generally designated as "lightMeengs.
Botili.
of pipe most suitablefor use in this city weight” water-pipe, will require in round
SHILOH’S CURE WILL immediately relieve
HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Proreported the following, to-wit:
JOB
Prow© ail Naatlr Eieratea. /'UTY
numbers 205 tons of Iron pipe, as follows:
\J prietors. The only flrst-ciassHotel in the Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
SHILOH 8

Osssral Dial in.

Terms of Subscription:

CATARRH REMEDY-a

positive

cure for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Month.
A SONS., General Dealers Sold by D. R. Meengs.

V

PRIM

city. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus In connection with the Hotel. Holland,
10-ly

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

D. R. Meengs.

Mich.

To the Honorablethe Mayor and Common

8,250

ft

4-inch, 20 lb. per font, 88 ton.

6,270 ft 6-inch, 80 Ih. per foot, 95 ton.
Council of the City of Holland.
Liver Complaint, yon
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of
1,820 ft 8-inch,40 Ih. per foot, 27 ton.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
Gentlemen:—
appointed
Shiloh's Vitalizer. It never fails to cure. Sold by
firstInsertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
under a resolution of
7, 1888, to inT)H(ENIX HOTEL. Rvder A Coffee, proprietors. D. R. Meengs.
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
205 ton.
vestigatein connection with our proposed 15,840
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
1 T.
3 M. | 6 M.
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of water-works,
has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Its
This kind of pipe has been offered re350 5 00 8 00 table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
1 Square ................
First, as to the size of water-mainssuit- cently by the manufacturersat Louisville,
by D. R. Meengs.
5 00 8 00 10 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Ky., for lb. $88 per ton, making $7,790.
able for this city, and
............... 8 00 10 00 17 00
This
of coarse, does not include freight.
10 00 17 00 25 00 OCOTT’
W. P. Scott, proprietor,
Old Behkshire
}
Second, as to the kind of pipe most de................ 17 IK) 25 00 40 00 kj This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
The test of this pipe Is advertised in their
Dalton,
Mass.,
April
27,
1882.
{
sirableto be used,
............. 25 00 40 00 05 00 Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accomprinted lists,
In the hands of your
modattous can always be relied on. Holland,
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
Would respectfullyreport that as fur- Com., at 800 lb. hydrostatic pressure to the
8-ly
Yearly advertisers have the privileijeof three
this town for the past seventeen years, and ther authorized in said resolution they
square
*
changes.
in our employ for fifteen, and ra all these have visited some of the cities in this
Livery and Sals StaMei.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
In
view
of
the
above,
your
Com.
reyears he has been a good
respected State, operating a system of water-works,
lines, $2.00 per annum,
1I„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
that the length and proporcitizenof the town and community.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths puband fiuhmit the following,in relation
andbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingfirstlished whitout charge for subscribers.
has bad some chronic disease to our knowl- thereto, for the informationof all inter- tion of 8, 6 and 4-inch pipe, as above
class.
(ST All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
edge for most of the time, but now claims ested and as a basis for the recommenda- given, be adopted for this city.
G. J., Livery and Boarding to be, and is, in apparent good health.
If the Council should approve of and
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
tions herein made.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- li. stable. Fine rigs and good horses can aladopt the above recommendations, your
Chas. O. Browns, Pres’t.
ways
be
relied
on.
On
Fish
street, near Scott's
nifies that no paper will be continued after date.
the first places visited was
would then further suggest that
[The wonderful case referredto above
33-tf
D A DI?D may be found on file at Geo.
Ionia. This city had just entered with a when the Council Is ready to receive
is
published
in
another
column
and
will
Rowell
Co's News- VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
contract for the erection of waterworks,
formal proposals for putting in the works
prove of great value to thousands of our
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Bpruce 8t.), where
Ninth street,near Market.
the machinery to be from Fairbanks, they invite proposalsfor both
advertising contracts may be made for it in
and
readers. —Ed. |
Meat
Kartell.
Morse & Co., Chicago,and the pipes to be
YORK.

FOR DYSPEPSIA and

ft.

Your Com.
May

L

3

“

u ••
1 “

HOTEL.

Mills,

Mich.

...

now

inch.

and

rjOONE
13

commends

He

TTAVERKATE,

mrriQ

IniO rAUijtlp.

Hotel.

&

NEW

Among

Com.

ll

wood

iron pipes.

IT’UITE.J.,Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

pit $oad$.

\TANDERHAaR,

H., Dealer in Freeh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

Y

Chicago & West Michigan Bailway.

of wood, from the Bay City factory. They
BnoUen’s Arnica Salve.
In conclusion. It is a matter of sincere
had at first resolved to lay the wrought
The greatest medical wonder of the iron pipe of the National Tube Co. of Chi- regret for ynur Com. to report, that, owworld. Warranted to speedily cure Burns, cago, but finding, as we were informed, ing to continued sickness, one of their
Bruises, Cuts, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever that they were not proof against brine and number, Aid. Te Vree, has been prevented
Sores, Cancers, Piles. Chilblains, Corns, acids, as claimed, they rescinded their from acting with them and cannot Join

them in making this report.
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erup- aclion and adopted the wooden pipe.
tions,
guaranteed
to
cure
in
every
instance,
All »f which is respectfullysubmitted,
Taking Effect, Sunday July 22, 188&
The next place visited was St. Louis,
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors or money refunded. 35 cents per box. A
of Ptugger Mills' (Steam Saw and Flour
R. E. WbhAan,
Gratiot Couutv, with a population of
From Chicago Mills.) near foot of 8tn atreet.
positive cure for piles. For sale by H.
Prom Holland
D. L. Boyd,
about
3,000.
Their
works
are
operated
by
to Holland.
to Chicago.
Walsh.
Committee.
water-power,
but in addition to this they
XT
AN
RAALTE,
B.
dealer
in
Farm
Implements
Ni’t
MixNl’t Mix- Mail.
Mail.
TOWNS.
and
Machinery,
cor.
River
and
Ninth
Street.
have
a
Walker
single
pump,
run
by
steam,
Exp.
ed.
Dated Holland,Aug. 18, 1883.
Exp. ed.
which is connected with the mains, in —Adopted.
YITILMS,
P.
H.
Manufacturer
of
Wooden,
and
a.
m.
z. m. a. m.
p.m. a. m.
To all who are suttering from the errors cases of fire. For pipes, they use the Bay
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorCouncil adjourned.
9 20 11 15 ....Holland....'. 3 25 8 15 5 15
10th and River streets.
and Indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak- City wooden pipe, which were laid down
GEO. H. 8IPP, City OUrk.
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., in 1879. They prove satisfactory and
10 55 10 00 11 35 East Saugatack 3 10 7 80 4 53
Votary Putliei.
I will send a recipe that will cure you, were recommendedto us.
What the Public Expect of aa Editor *
11 05 10 20 11 45 .New Richmond. 3 00 7 15
OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and free of charge. This great remedy was
From here we proceeded to Saginaw.
Notary Pnbllc. Conveyancing done at ihort
discovered by a missionary in South This city also uses the same wooden pipe,
11 57 11 55 12 35 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 20 5 52 3 55 notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
Always to be good natured.
America. Send a self-addressedenvelope and was’ laid down by them in 1872. We
2 00 520 8 35
12 20 12 35 12 55
Always to be outside rustling for Items.
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station were shown a section of this pipe, which
Physician.
Kafiafaetoriee,
Xllli, Shepi, Ito.

1

Y

A Card.

VV

0

ill
1 50

320

8 15 2 25 .BentonHarbor. 1 05

D,

2 20

TJEST. R.

2 15 8 30 2 35

...St.

Joseph.

12 55 8 10 2 15

.,

New

Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office, on River street, next door
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.

York

City.

28-ly

B.,

13

Read the Fact.

has been in ufle during ibese 11 years, and
found it ns sound as when first laid; it is
considered by the Sup’t there as good as

any pipe made.

3 40 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo.. 11 55 1 10 1 10

Wm. Vorst, the Tailor, has removed his
Surgeon. Reiit9 10 IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market business to No. 13 River street, formerly
7 30
5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
a.m. a.m. p. m. street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A occupied by Zahn the haroess maker. I
a. m. p.m. p. m.
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and will make new clothes to order, repair old
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly •
clothes, and renovate and clean clothes,
From Grd. Rapids
From Holland to
QOHIPHORST,
L. Physician and Surgeon; making them appear like new. Give me
«*. to Holland. ~
Grand Rapids.
office at the drag store of ScheperaA Hchipa
W. VOR8T.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
a m. a.m. p.m.
horst: is prepared at all times, day or night, to
Holland,
June
5,
1810
20
11
05
9 10
15 25 •8 15 3 23 ...Holland .....
attend to ••calls.”
17*

RRMERS, H., Physician and

m.

call.1883.

0

538

8 40 3 37 ....Zeeland ..... 10 52 8 40 10 10

740

6 00 9 35 3 57 ..Hadsonvilie... 10 30
0 15 10 15
6 85 10 40
a.

m.

a.

408

9 40

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon;
ivl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
28-ly.
Vff

m.

....Grandville...10 15 7 10 9 20

425 ..Grand

635 t9

Rapids.. 10 60

m. p.m.

a.

00

TJIGQINS,

HL

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Gallery opposite this office.
Watohsi sad Jsvslrj.

a

Walsh, De Roo &

’88.

f> REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and Holland Mlcb, Aug. 6th,
to Holland.
dealer in Fancy Gooda; Corner of Market
p.mj p.m. p.m. and Eighth Street.
825 1 55 9 50
Auction Sale.

D

3 50 11 25 ...West Olive...
.

300

1

YXTYKHUYSKN,

dealer In Watches, Glocke,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly*

YY

81

H.,

Mlcb.

...Bnshkili ....

have brought a
us, which is now “on file” in

Midland City was next visited.With a
population of 3,000 it has 3 miles of pipe,
which are also of wood, from the Bay City
works. Their works are run by two Walker pumps, and were completed In January lust, at a lotai cost of $21,500, including a substantial brick engine house.
These pumps are of sufficient force to
throw 8 streams of water, through 4 1-inch
and 4-)^ inch nozzles. The size of the
mains are eight, six and four inches
respectively. The cost of running these
works, night and day, per year, are as fol-

engineers,

Co.,

Two

85 ...Johnsvilio.........

.....

27-4w

400 cords of
Oil and

A large house and corner lot situated at
the corner of Market and Tenth streets,
together with all householdarticlesit contains, will be sold at public auction on Sat-

slabs,

incidentals,

Total,

8 50

10 45

2 15
1.55

125 Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening,Ang.

9 35

400

10 80

10 15

4 17

10 15

10 50

440

F. A A. X.
ARzouLABCommunicatlon of Unity Lodoi.

ATTENTION

No. 191.F. A A.M. .wlllbe held at Masonic Hal)
,at7j’clock, aharp.
p.

...... ..Allegan

.......

m. p.m.
• Mixed

tralne.

950 12 an
a. m. p.m.
D.L.Boro.ffsc’v.

O. Bbztman,

Farmers and

W.M.

The people appear

to

be well

pleased

with the investment and are satisfied.

PaM.

lb«.

.

Q
.......

45
&
40
4o

@

Barley, V 100 ft ...........
Clover seed, ft ft .........
Corn Meal ft 100 fts .......
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties Corn, ahelled ft bushel ..
Floor, ft brl... ............
will be promptly attended to.
Fine Corn Meal ft 100 fta •• •••• •
Feed, ft ton ...............
CoaaliilMMtrehaat.
•• ft 100 ft ............
T)EACH,W.
Ai/U,w.n.
H. uommiBsion
Commission - jnercnani,
Merchant, iand Hay, ? ton.
Middling,
ft 100 ft
dealer In
in Grain,
Graii Floor and Pro4nce.
‘
High••••••••••••••a*
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Oats,? nnahel ........
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 Pearl Bariev, ft 100 ft. •
••• •• •• •• a
Rye ft bn*h ....... ............
ft bushel ..........
Drags aai XsdiotaM.
Wheat, white ft hnsbe) ............
red
2?
Lanoter R,d.
..
ikians prescriptionscarefBllyput ap. BighthBL New Whea<, ft bushel
•

1>

“

•

“

i

•

•

•

..

Timothv

D^WLKSSKT

X-

used.

Always zealously to cater to

the conflict-

ing prejudicss of the community.

Always have plenty of important local
news whether anythinghappens or not.

Always to have unlimited advertising
space, next to reading matter, on the first
page.

Always

to instantly

pay

are pleased to pay some one else
to

and

his bills

smiliingly take a "stand off” from all

who

first.

cheerfullyhold himself ac-

countablefor the blunders and mistakes of
other people and meekly submit to the

‘

Always

to be

*

around, at

day and night, in and out

all hours of

the

of all places,

on

the alert for news and at the same time be
regular in his habits.

Always to serve God and the
blow hot and cold water

to suit the

devil,

claims

of the public, and then attempt to crawl
into heaven under the edge of the canvas.

Always to do his level best to protect
every public enterprise;do what he can to
put

money into other

people’s pockets

serenely carry home a

pound

and

of liver for

On the train we also met the Sup’t of breakfast. the water works at Mount Pleasant. At
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is designedfor those
this place they have an elevated tank, and
use cast iron pipe and a Dean pump, who need a medicine to purify their blood,
which is run by water power. This party build them up, Increase their appetite,and
tank nor the Dean rejuvenate their whole system. No other
rather favored the use of
preparation so well meets this want It
wooden pipe, and stated that they would
tonebes the exact spot. Its record ot fordo away with their tank next year.

did not

v

0ur

copy

recommend the

Woodsmen. pump, and

Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sun
day. All trains ran by Detroit time.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
THE FAST TRAIN i-Leares Grand Rapids at
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
1:15, p.m.; leave Holland at 2:00; Grand Juncround, viz:
tion, 2:55; Bangor, 8:10; St. Joseph 4:00; New
Produce, Eto.
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Buffalo,4:55; arrivesIn Chicago Liavxb Chicago, p. m,; New Buffalo, 7:25; St. Joseph, (Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.) White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
$ 76
1 00
8:10; Bangor, 2:00; Grand Junction.9:10; Hoi* Apples, V bushel .................
Elm Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
125
land, 10:00; and arrlyea in Grand Rapids at 10:45. Beans, bushel ........
Buttor, $1
.*••••....
14 Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Bgg*t 9 dozen .....................
15 Blsck Ash Besding Boils 88 inches long.
Honey, fl ft ......................
18 Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Onions, f) bushels ...............
40
New Potatoes, V bushel ..........
40 Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further indrain, Feed, Eto.
formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
Attonuyi.
EO. YER 8CHURE, Supt.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
or to G. Van Putten A Sons’ store.
JJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Buckwheat, V bushel .............. @
Bran, £ MO fte .....................
Notary Pnbllc; River street.
t

to be at bis desk writing

abuse therefore.
$1,700.00

1888.

9 10

Always

for his paper.

Always
$1,200.00
400.00
100.00

At Bay City we met the Superintendent
urday, August 25, 1883. I also hpve a of the water-works of Ludington. He inItofktiw. *
700 495 11 55 ..Grand Haven.. 235 1 07 900
pony phaeton carriage, to sell at the same formed ns that they were using wooden
pipe and two Walker pumps, and were
time.
7 10 480 12 00 ...Ferrysbnrg... 2 25 1 02 8 50
GEO.
METZ,
8R.
well satisfied with both. Ludingtonhas
L 0. of 0. r.
740 500 12 40 ... Mnskegon... 1 50 1215 tfll5
7
miles of pipe, of ten, eight, six and
G. J. Haverkate, Auctioneer.
Holland
City
Lodge,
No.
192,
IndependentOrder
w. p.m. p. m.
p.m. p. m. p.m.
Holland, July 26,
25-4w. (our inches diameter. The annual cost of
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, HoliandfMlch.^nTnesdajEvening
operatiog their works, Including the salaALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Allegan to of each week
From Holland to
ry of the Superintendent, In $2,700. The
Holland.
jpmtisementsj.
whole is in the hands of a private comTaos. McMabtxr, N. G.
a. m. p. m.
a.m. p. m.
William
Baumoabtbl,
K. 8.
pany. Laatyear 410 cords ot slabs were
11 05 8 00
820 3 25
685 400 11

when there is any.

the clerk’soffice.

reasonable price. Yonr
wheat taken in exchange for seed wheat.
Bring in your orders as early as possible,
so that we may be able to supply all.
lows:

From Mnskegon

45 8 25 11 05 ....Holland. ...

690

will furnish the farmers of this vie-

inltv with choice seed wheat of the best red

Ffcristnpfcor.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to
Mnskegon.
a.m. p.m. a. m.

5

Seed Wheat.
We

varieties at

m. a.m. p. m.

sample with

We

Always to be at church on Sundays

,

At Reed City we found in use the Bay

ty years is

one of constant triumph over

disease.

The

Boston Congregationalistfeelingly

the Dean pump. Reed City enquires:"Why do flies bite so muclfc
has over a mile of pipe. The revenue deworse In church than anywhere else?”
rived from their water-rates covers the operating expenses of the works. They use But do
1 large boiler,and 1 cord of mixed wood
. South Butler, N. Y. March 20, ’82.
every 24 hours, running only 15 hours a
RheumaticSyrup Co.:
day, but keeping up steam day and night
Gentlemea— This is to certify that I have
Your Cora, also visited the wooden pipe used your ftyrup for rheumatism. Have
factory at Bay City. Sufficeit to say that been troubled with that terrible disease tor
they were overrun with oraers, notwith- twenty years; some of the time could not
standing the large force of men employed. get out of doors. My limbs began to get
Each section of pipe, before leaving the out of shape. I btve doctored witbdifferfactory, is thoroughlytested at a hydraul- eut physicians, but could get no relief.
ic pressure of 160 pounds to the square One of my limbs began to wither, and I
inch. made up my mind I would be a cripple
Claim & CoMimAgnt, Sotarj Mic,
Yonr Com. would state that from cor- for life, and for several weeks could not
respondence and conversationwith sev- turn over in bed without help. 1 was fineral hydraulicengineers, contractors, and ally persuaded to try Rheumatic Syrup, and
Especial attentiongiven to collecting
other parties, they find (with one excep- bad taken it but a short time when it beclaims. All bnsinessentrustedto
tion only) that the Bay City wooden pipe gan to help me, and in less than two
me will be faith folly cared for.
is admitted to be sufficientfor the pur- months I was out of doors, and am now
A. P.
poses Id view, and as claimed by the man- so I can walk as well as ever. In short,

A. P.

recommend

they?

_

STEGENGA,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

21tf

STEGENGA,

Zeeland, Mich.

ufacturers; and they would further report

lam

well.

Ithimkb Southwicx.

from 1870 to 1880. The crop Is delayed by
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
PUBLIC DOMAIN.
cool night& The condition of oats is represented oy 100. In the North the high conThe wife of United States Senator
dition is almost universal Earley averages
ftcti Showing How Rapidly the Newer
tfi, higher than any year since 187-i. Poca- W. R Allison, while sufferingfrom an insane
toes will have a uU yield. The condition is attack,drowned herself in the Mississippi at
States and TerritoriesAre
now 101. The pros; >e<:t« are best .In the
Allison left home in
L. P. Taylor, a conductor oh the Central States. The average condition of Dubuque,
TTOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Being Populated.
„,M
Union Pacific road, died in Omaha from the tobacco is 88, Pennsylvania leading with 1)6, the afternoon, telling her servant that she
effects of a spideriblte on the lip ____ The and Wisconsin 9(1 The cotton returns are was» going to one ot the near neighPeninsular Munufahturing Company, of less favorable than in July. The oonditiop bors. Instead of this, however,taking her Dakota Takes the Lead in the Amount
Muskegon, Micb., has lost its factory and is lower in every Slate except Virginiaand gbsiamer on her arm, she went in an oppo
hen
lumber supply by Are, wiping out $‘Ji,cOOi TennesseeThe general average has fallen site direction toward the country, where
of Land Taken by Actual Settlershe has been accustomed to take* almost
to 84. Florida leads with an average of 9i
THE EAST.
At Canon City, Col, L. E. Watkins, The caterpillars are numerous in the Gulf- daily walk*. It is ascertainedthat she wanCoincident with the knocking ont of charged with cattle-stealing,
was forcibly Coast States. Tons of arsenic have been ap- deied around in the outskirts of the city
Good Showing Also Made by the
Blade, John L Sullivan started a whisky taken from the Sheriff by an ajmed mob plied to avert the destruction feared from during the afternoon, where she was seen
by several persons ____
walking
. „ rapidly and
Southern States, So Long
saloon In Boston. On the opening night of cowboys, shot to death, and his the worms.
Col. Seaton, Superintendent of the somewhat rxdted. Not returning by 9
10,000 Bostonians, blown with pride and body hanged from the timbers of
Neglected.
o clock from tie place where she was supflown with insolence and wine, awere a bridge in the suburbs of the town.... Census Bureau, found that the appropria- posed to be, the alarm was given, and
present Between twenty-fiveand fifty The City National Bank of lawrenceburg tion was running so low that half his clerks a f-earch was maintained during the entire
of the police, including most of the In<L, has suspended. The assets are supnight The followingmorning her body was (Washington Telegramto the Chicago Inter.
officers,officiated as ‘•bouncers."....posed to greatly exceed the liabilities,and must be dismissed.Placing In s hat slips discovered in the river, about a mile below
containing
the
name
of
each
employe,
he
.The
The extensive wool nouse of Wright, Woos- a speedy resumptionis ahticipated
the city. She had cut up her gossamer, An official statement, furnished by the
ordered
a
blind-folded
boy
to
draw
out
ter A Ca, of Boston, has made an assign- sum of $->0,000 and ItiOacres of land have
placed - some stones in it, and tied them Commissioner of the Generid Land Office,
ment to one of its employes, with liabilities been pledged by the people of ^Itchell eighty-five names for a vacation.
securely about her neck; then walked delibShows somethingof the marvelous rapidity
to
establish
the
University
of
Dakota....
believed to be verv large. W. O. A R M.
erately into the river, about thirty-five feet
POLITICAL.
In
the
outskirts
of
Lincoln,
Nebi,
ihree
bays
with which the newer States and Territories
BUsbv, tanners at Troy, N. H have suspendfrom
the
land,
laid
down
and
drowned
‘ At the State Convention of the Naed payment There was a serious run on and a dog, which accompanied them, were
herself where, the water was only two and a •ire becomingpopulated, and the enormous
the Second National Bank at Elmira, N. Y., killed by lightning.... Twelve men were tional party of New Jersey, held at Asbury halfreet deep. Mrs. Allison was of a highly
on rumors that President Pratt had kiHed by an accident in the Northern Paclflo Park, a platform was presentedfor adop- nervous temperament,and during tho past drafts which are being made upon the pubtunnel at Bozeman, Montana
lic domain in order to satisfy the requirelost large amounts In pork speculations.
tion. The document expressedopposition two or three years has suffered from and
Nathaniel Smith Richardson, D. D., editor of
A stage was stopped hear Riverside, to all monopolies, favored control bv the
treated for mental diseases. While at ments of actual settlers. It also indicates
the Ohurrti Guardian,In New York city,
Governmentof all railway and telegraph a water-cure establishment in Western New that the public lands remaining in ths
was found dead in his bed, at hla residence Arizona, by robbers, who killed the express lines, equal taxation, universalsuffrage, and i York in 1881 under medical treatment, she.
Southern States, which had been so long
in Bridgeport, Ci. He was born at Middle- messengerand secured $8,200 in coin Ansubmitting to the popular vote an amend- i ut! erupted suicide in much the same manbury, Ct, in the year 1810, and graduated at other stage was plundered near Prescott, ment to the State constitution prohibitinguer, but was fortunately rescued. She was neglected, are rapidly coming under settleTale in 188'. As a teacher his work at but the amount taken is not known....News the manufacture and sale of Intoxicating > a niece and adopted daughter of tlie late ment The statementIncludes the more
Bacine College, Wi&, shows him to has been received at Rule valley of a terri- liquors.
warm discussion
Grlmee, of Iowa, and has been mar- Important transfers of public lands in the
have been eminently successful, both ble affair among the Shoshone Indians A over the clause favoring woman suffrage. f°r ten yeara She had no children.
fo.lowing States and Territories: Dakota,
as an instructor and a disciplinarian....buck murdered his squaw, breaking her
Florida,Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, MisMarie Howland, a delegate, arose
At most a tmnin nrovailodnn tho Now
The New England Telegraph Company legs and arms, and then buried her aliva Mrs.
speak, but began crying and sat down. The ; ALM0ST a Pani° prevailedon tne flew shsippi, Nebraska, Oregon, Washington and
which purposes to run wires from New The tribe took the murderer, tied his hands, platform was finally adopted as read, with ; York Stock Exchange on the 18th inst The Wisconsin.As compared with the year endYork through various cities eastwardto threw him on his back, and tied his feet to a
ed June 30, 1882, the statement shows an
Bangor, Me . has been incorporated.
.The tree. A rope was coiled about his neck, and the exception of the temperance plank. A transactionsaggregated 581, 000 sharea The increase of 35,217 in the number of entries
rewluMon
expressing
sympathy
with
the
beam
8tarted
a
raid
0n
Oregon
and
Transwarehouseand stables of the Knickerbocker stout bucks slowly pulled at each end tUl he
(cash sales, original homestea'1 •'ntries and
striking telegraph operatorswas passed.
* ,
,
, *
Ice Company, of Philadelphia,were burned.
was choked to death.
Benjamin Urner, of Union county, was continental,which was driven
to timber-culture entries) and : ,50 ,848 In the
Two thousand tons of ice were < eetroyed
nominated for
*»9, and followed it up by forcing Northern number of acres entered.The amount reTHE SOUTH.
and forty-threehorses were suffocated.
I Pacific down 4 points. Everything on
ceived from cash sales Increased from $3,L.
L.
Conrad,
a
prominent
lawyer
i the list sufferedserious depredatioa Oma813,834-in 1882 to $7,564,449in 1883, or more
In tho steel warehouse of Hussey,
An extraordinarycrime is reported common stock fell off 5 points, and Rock than 128 per cent. In 1*82 the number of
Howe A Co., at Pittsburgh, a rack support- of Baltimore, whose father was Secretary of
j #
u Island was hammered to HTW. One pre-emptionaud.other filings and of appliWar under PresidentFilmore, was shot Greyeboro, Kova a
Beotia, where a deaf, dumb or tw0 brokc„ fa|,ed darin? the daJ Ths
ing. 500 tons of metal gave way, killing two
cations to purchase mineral, timber and
dead by his insane wife, who was suffering and blind girl was murdered by unknown excitementwhich agitated the New York
men and injuringthree others.
•tone lands in the same States and Terri-

Jalktl f'te f

|

plnn obtaining with tne majority.On this
Dtifi'- the institutionwas reorganized,with !
W. H. Eofflishas President. This arrangement resulted ba a- return of confidence in
Inv-inesaoircled' and merchants made their
dully deposits.
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terribly from neuralgia of the stomach. The
hands ..... Gilmour’s steam saw-mill, near speculators spread to Chicago, and there tones was 29,080, and the amount of feesroCoroner's jury finds that the lady Intended
by
Hull, Quebec, was destroyed
______
» fire. Loss, was a marked drop in the prices of provis- I ceived, $64,568;in 1883 the number and
erick D. Grant, and other directorsof a Mex- to commit suicide and had no intention of
- Ions and
j amount were respectively48,591 and $91,
injuring
her
husband.
. .Cotton-worms have
ican mining company are charged in New
ravaged whole fields in the vicinity of AusBichabd M. Hunt's design for the
A remarkably well-eieented$5 gold !
York by EHphalet Nott with fraudulent tin, Texas, and on many plantations not a
pedestal of Bartholdi’sstatue of Liberty has piece, which actually contained $4.63 worth tries in 1882 was $450,061;in 1883 it was
transactions affecting$25,000,OoO of the
quarter crop will be mada
stock. The case is in the courts, and certain
been accepted by the committee.... Accord- of gold, was stopped in the Boston sub- $5:2,0: 0.
A negro woman living near Austin, ing to the Jiradxtrret,there were 16S business treasury a few days ago. It is said to have
Is of the a
accused have
demurrers and appeals
Jph’LS
been denied.... At Hamburg, Pa, Oscar Texas, became enraged at her 8-year-old failures in the United States the week end- i been so well executed as to place experts
““ouffii otJ^d t^en by actual Mttlers
Miller, aged 18, put five bullets into different
^e amount sold for caIn that
daughter and picked her up and dashed her ing Aug. 11 being an increase of thirteen variance and to make it a difficult question
parts of his anatomy when Kate Btumbach,
over the proceeding.week, and seventy- to determine whether it was made from a ?erri^ thf®^ra.be1r
against
a
large
trea
She
repeated
this
16 years old, refused to marry him.
three more than in the corresponding week die or by superior casting. . .Prof. Peters, of “icreased from 1 U5o, covering -,A8 8
severaltimes, and then took the almost lifeLitchfield Observatory,near Utica. N. Y., awes, to 22,491, covering 3, 207.227 acres. The
William Henry Ostrander was less form into the house and, throwing it on
.XT
Ar;», announces the discoveryof another
timber-culture entries ran up
hanged at Utica, N. Y., for the murder of his the fioor, stamped it with her feet. She
Mr. Morgan, the United States Min* toroid” It has a bright light of the ninth
covering1, 4(6,53^ acies, to 11^
brother, George Lyman Ostrander, Dec 26, threatened to kill the other children if they ister to Mexico, noticed that the Fourth of magnitude (very small), and appears to move | ^io, covering l,7u),r69 acres, and the cash
informed on her, and sent word to
1880l Upon the scaffold he did not want
one of the neighbors that the child July last the uBual courtesy of dlsplayiug , « rap^y that It must be a close neighbor
any one to pray for him. Prayer was ofdied -of
spider bite.... the flag from the legation flag-staffwas
. 0.
• I riie history of no State or Territory can
fered, however, after which Ostrander D, Swigert, the Kentucky turfman, has puromitted by the German Embassador at the
1 HE street-car oilicials of bt. Louis, furnish a paiallel to these figures
spoke for three or four minutes in a ram- chased Prince Charlie, the famous Ehglish
Mexican capital In a sharp note he called Mo. were arraigned on charge of violating In Fiorida the cash sales increased from
bling manner, claiming his innocence, sayracer, who has won in 200 contests,and will attentionto the matter, and the flag was .,
h t th
rB decided that 128,872 acres, at $158,037, to 221,858 acres, at
ing that he had not had a fair trial, and debut the jurors decided tbat m,VA, and the number of original homobring him across the Atl antic.,.. A fire in promptly unfurled. In the note to the
nonneing the people of the county for Baltimore swept off a tinware factory,a representative of the Fatherland, Mr. Mor- , the charters of the companies forced them | jjtead entries from 191,033 acres to 212,895
hanging him. He was frequently profane synagogue,and twenty houses, causing a gan, said he would considerit a personal in- -i to run every day, and that cars bad become acres.
and obscene. Ending with an oatn, nc said:
suit if the customary courtesy were omitted, a necessityto the public. . . .President
The public lands of Kansas have been
loss of $80,00a
•But as for hanging me, you can do it
He received no reply to this note, but In- was again in Chicago. He informeda news- pretty closely culled, and, although the cash
A.
M.
Lyon
&
Co.’s
tobacco-factory,
life is of no good to me.” Before the execudependenceday was duly honored..,, i patherer that one of the priiicipolob- gales increased from 90,902 acres at $118,tion Ostrander told his spiritualadviser he William A Waldron’s manufactory of toThe Austrian Polar expedition,after spend- loots of his visit to America was
^ 159^44 acres at $189,329, the homedid not forgive his relatives, and would not
to secure investments ot money in Btead entries fell off from 537,849 acres to
baco machinery, and G. P. Hawes ACa’s
ask God to forgivehim.
rl!is rr teteroceanicra Iroad.
acres, and the timber-culture entries
and file works, at Richmond, Va., were
A ^re at Vineyard Haven, Mass., saw
---- --of Hjitehinson Kaa, rescued a decreased from 273,053 acres to 237, 800 acres.
burned. Loss about $25,000; insurance $ 15,- - -------- - ----- ----- —
road and its allies have arranged to run pas- murderer, named Texas Bill from the hands la Lousiana the cash sales decreasedfrom
destroyed property consistingof stores and C00....A cotton-factory,two tobacco-facsenger trains from Boston to Chicago in j of a mob of sixty men, who had battered ;jo7,403acres at $462,100 to 355.2J) acres at
tories,
a
tobacco
warehouse,
and
several
summer cottages,of the estimated value of
down the jail doors and were about to haye . *4^
but the homestead entries ran up
outhouseswere burned at Danville, forty
a lynching....!!16 IndUna Banking Company, ; from
f 200,000.
. .The large tannery of the Costello
from 875
8?2, corerimr
covering H7.703
117,703 acres,
acres, to
to 935.
985, covcovFOREIGN.
Ya., causing
loss
$150,000. .
of Indianapolis,decided not to continue ering 124,650 acres, and the timber-culture
Brothers, at Camden, N. J., was destroyed
Three blocks of residences at Meridian,
CARLE
dispatch
from
ConstanJ busine.ss,
and
appointed
John
Landers
reby if re. Loss, $100,000; insurance. $00,Uu0. Miss., valued at $80,(K/0,were sweptaway by
entries increasedfrom 1,00 i acres to 7, <54
tinonle announces the discovery of Noah’s ceiver
. .The Slaae-Mitchell prize-fight
is
. .Near Demler Station, Pa
, on the Baltifire.
more and Ohio railroad,three men who,
Watch, ‘th.t
“OP’-O ftt Vlnita, Indian In Minnesota there was a decided increase
A Jackson (Miss.) telegram reports
were walking on the track were killed by an
,,
0 .1 1 in casli soles from 818,465 acres at $482,some Turkish Commissionersappointed to
express train.
that “at Slay’s railroadcamp, Amite county,
After the desperate attempts of the ^.9 t0 739^ acres at $1,321,070, but there
THE WEST.
^ gecuro an extension of the was a falling off in originalhomestead enthree negroes who supplied the contractors investigatethe questionof avalancheson
Ararat suddenly came upon a gigMtic
. . the nublio will be surprised
««es to 431.872 acres,
President Arthur remained at Fort with hands and then caused them to desert, Mount
structure of very dark wood protruding , bonded period,the public win ne surprised
timljei._ cuIture entrie8 froin
were caught and hanged to trees "
Washakie one day, and held a council with
from a glacier.They made inquiriesj to learn that whisky is scarce in the market, 17^741 acres to 122, <50 acres. The homeThe reunion of Federal and Confeder- of the inhabitants. These had seen it : and selling for 28 cents m advance of the 6tead settlers of this State are rapidly aothe head men of the Arapahoe and Shos____________
—
hail been 1 tax, and that the Western distillershave in- qUiring patents for their farms after five
on the
battle-field of Wilson’s for six years,
hone tribes of Indians. Propositions were ate veterans

„ $100,000.

Henry Clews, John B. Alley, Fred-
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made to the Indians looking to a complete
change in their method of life, and a transfer of their control from the Interior to

____

.
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but

soffit
«wnntwr
sfras
amru out of the upper window. The Turkish United
were
among them

1

States held a conventionin P*tes- *<8^238 acres this year against 245,686
Commissioners,however, are bold men, ibuighto arrange plans for controllingthe ia.t year, in Kansas ‘the amount in 1883
the War Department
correspondnot deterred by such trines, and they salaries and movements of all the human wn« n; <isi n^ron against 499 00 in 1882.
ent of the Chicago Tribune,who witnessed
The Kimball House, at Atlanta,Ga., determined to reach it Situatod as it was curiosities now in the
There were no entries in Mississippi under
this most notable council,telegraphs as folamong the fastnessesof one of the glens of
The mutilated remains of four white the TimOer-Cuiture act, but the cash sales
lows: ‘‘Next to the President sat the great one of the largest hotels ot the South, has Mount Ararat, it was a work of enormous
increased from 219, 453 acres at $274,320 to
Chief of the Snakes. Washakie, and near by been entirely destroyed by tire. There were
difficulty, and it was only after incredible men were found In a railroad camp on the
Block Coal, of the Arapahoea The Secre- about 200 guests in the house when the lire hardsiiipsthat they succeeded The ark. CincinnatiSouthern road, near Cumberland ! 849,562 acres at 1440,112, aud the original
homestead entries from 138,488 acres to
tary of War reclined on a cushion from an broke out All escaped with tue loss of
one will lie glad to hear, was in a good Falls Tena The theory is that the men 167,079 acres.
ambulance, a silent but interestedspectator. wearing apparel and other personal effects.
state of preservation,although the angles
Nebraska still has a large area of fertile
Gen. Sheridan flitted about as one thor- The building cost $00j,uK). The total loss — obser e, not the bow or stern — had fought a double duel over cards — At Baloughly accustomed to such scenes. Long is placed at $1,000,609, and the insurance been a good deal broken in its descent They timore, Mayor Pickney Whyte, Thomas public lands which are open to settleGen Bob Toombs recognized it at once. There was an En- W. Campbell, Charles B. Sllngluff,Sam- ment. In that State the number of
betore the time of convening the dusky at about $200, 00
horde peered curiously at the powerful owned a large interest in the hotel, and glisbman among them who had presumably uel Hannah, Samuel W. Register and original homestead entries in 1882 was
, - ,
..
, Burt E. Smith, comprising the Board8,323,
— , covering
---... 1883 there
471,939 acres; in
visitor, the squaws making mony'gestures is a heavy lo*er, as he was uninsured
j of Fire Commissioners,
nave^ been indicted were 4,728 entries, covering710,508 acres.
of approbation of his stalwart form. When In Miller county, Ga. Joseph Fulford, with read his Bible, and
the ancientgopher w<»od of Scripture, which, 1 f0r conniving at frauds in the purchase of The cash sales increased from 112,575 acres
all was ready Chief Washakie Jit the the aid of a negro, beat his wife to death
as every one knows grows only on the j materla]Bfor the tire department The at $143,753 to 190,038 acres at $511,677, and
peace-pipe ana handed it to the President. and sunk the body in a creek. A mob forced
of tne Euphrates. Effecting *•» affuir creates much excitement in the city the number of timber-cultureentries ran up
The latter drew a short whiff and a confession from the colored accomplice plains
entrance into toe structure, which was; <># pour hor-e-thieves who raided a camp- Irora 3*080,covering398,530 acres, to 3,210,
passed the pipe over to Chief Black Coal and then hanged both to a tree near the jail
painted brown, they found that the Acting in Monroe county, Go., were pur- covering 4'.8,:W acres.
After the leaner* had smoked to each oth- at Colquitt
requirements for the con- sued into Mississippiand lynched.
udmlralty
In Oregon the cash sale* increased from
er's eternal welfare Washakie spoke. He
WASHINGTON.
veyance
hori-es
been
53,319 acres at $85,500, to 59,000 acres at
assured the Great Father of bis perpetual
carried
out.
and
the
interior
was
divided
The last call for bonds brought in
$1/3,503; but the homestead entries fell off
friendshipof his long-buried hatchet-, and
THE MARKET.
into partitionsfifteen feet high. Into three
hom 153,53) acres to lll,i7<acres, and toe
the industry of hia tribe. He extended to only $100,000 out of $30,000,000embraced.
of these only could they get, the others beNEW YORK.
timber-culture entiles from 88,038 acres to
his pale-facevisitors the hospitality of the InterestIs payable to Oct 1. Next in order
ing full of ice, and how far the ark extended Reeves ...........................
$ 5.00 & 6.85
35,403 acres.
reservation,with its abundance of fish and
come
the 3 per cents., which are redeem- into the glacier they could not tell If. how- Hens .............................4.60 <& 6.40
Washington Territory, however,
game. The startling Indian policy of Gen.
able at the pleasure of the Government.... ever. on bein* uncovered it turns out 10 be Flouh— Superfine ................ 3.85 if5 4.40
there was a remarkable increase, not
Sheridan was then presentedto the tribe.
The
Internal Revenue Bureau, says a Wash- 300 cnblts long it will go hard with disbe- Wheat -No. l White ............. 1.08!$$ 1.09
only in cash sales, but In bomesteeu and
He proposed to do away with all reservations
No. 2 Red ............... 1.12 V4 1.13
inton dispatch,has been quietly iuvestlgat- lievers in the Book of Genesis ”
as .'-uch. and Indian agencies and agents. In
Coiw-No. 2... .................... C24i(d .034 timoer culture entries. The cash sales inthe p’a e of toe
t££ t£e?toe
subject of the adulterationof beer,
A (Able dispatch from St. Peters- Oats— No. ....................... 41 <r$ .41,4 creased from 71,344 acres at $102,345, to
ernmeat would issue bonds bearing interest “d
burg
says: ‘‘The populace of Ekaterino- I’oltK—MeSH .....................16.25 »flil6.50 251,0s< acres at $571,440; the original homeveloped such surprising facts that the offiLaud .............................. BSj© . 8)4 stead entries from 231,1:13 acres to :180,778
toe same as any other Government bonds.
da
s comider it a public duty to do all in i giav are determinedto drive the Jews out
CHICAGO.
a.:res, aud the timber-culture entries from
These bonds would be issued in payment
Reeves— Good to Fancy Steers.. 6.00 @6.25
87,534 acres is 143,413 acres.
for all property lost, and the interest paid tirculw^h^b^n
the
r>lac<i ^ Not-pun shed sufficiently for
Common
to Fair ....... 4.10 (g> 6.15
In Wisconsin, while the cash sales fell off
semi-annually.Under this act the Indians
Medium to Fail* ........ 5.35 @ 5.75
would be obliged to take up home'teads
from 348,516 acres, at $5J0,538,to 313,574
Hogs .................
...........6.10 @ 0.25
and five on toe Interest of the bonds,
acres at 1601,105, toe original homestead enfresh mob gathered last night and start- Flouu— Fancy White Winter Ex. 6.60 @ fi.oi)
manufactureof their beer.
and the product of the farms thus secured.
tries increased from 879, covering98,478
Good to Choice BurV Ex. 5.00 @ 5.25
,r
x- ; ed for the Jewish quarters. 'They were met
The intereston the bonds would be payAn attache of the Mexican Legation l i,y a company of Co- sacks and ordered Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ 1.02 @ l.i>2!$ acres, to 903, covering 111,707 acres.
No. 2 l.e.l Winter ...... 1.00 t<5 1.10
able at certain convenient forts by United at Washingtonsays a commercial treaty has back. Refusing to obey, and making threatWhile the .foregoing figures do not cover
Cons— No. ............... ........ 50?<i<flS.61
States officials, in the same way ns the
all the Stales and Territories in which unocening demonstrations, a charge was made.
Oath—
No.
.......................
26U@
army Is paid This would effectually been recently signed between this country A tierce onslaught ensued. W'hen the mob i;ye— No. ........................ 60 @ .ci
cupied lands are still open to settlement,
release the Indians from toe control of toe and Mexico, containingno offensiveand was finally beaten, over HO corpses lay on
they are believed to show fairly the enorHarley— No. 2 .................... 63 @ .65
InteriorDepartment and place them abso- defensive provisions. The widespread dis- the ground” ____ A Cairo dispaten reports Rutter— ehoico Creamery ........ 19 @ .2u
mous growth in population of the new
lutely at the merev of the Department of satisfaction of the 16wer classesin Mexico the cholera subsidingin that city— only, Koos— Fresh ...................... 17 to .175* B tales and Territories generally,for they inWan There would be no agem ies, but toe in regard to the American railway projects,, however, for want of material— and increas- Pork— Mess ......................12.75 @12.80!* clude the Territoriesin which about threecitizens would be protected oy existing lines he Kays, lias tota ly disappeared, and capital Ing at A'exandrla and other paitsof Egypt. .. Lard .............................. »%to . 8j»
fourths of the public land sales aud eniriei
MILWAUKEE. _
of forts. Gen. Sheridan claimed that nearly from the United States Is welcomed by all
were made last year. . -T
A meeting to furtlieremigration, over Wheat-No. ........
.....j ...... 1.02 @ 1.02)4
all the Indian troubles of the last fewr years
In the South the entries in Alabama and
There # is a general complaint from which Earl Shaftesbury presided, the Arch- Corn— No.2 ........................5l$<@ .52
have arisen through the corruption
Arkansas will probably show as great an inbishop of Canterbury be.ng also present, Oats— No ......................... 29 to .31
of Indian agents. Under his methoa the all parts of the country against the contin- resolvedat London that 26O.1O1) persons
crease relatively ns In thoie Southern States
Rye— No. ........................ 58 @ .69
Indians would held responsible as citizens, ued increase of worn and mutilated coin should be sent to Canada and the colonies, Barley— No. .................... 60 @ .ci
f. r which the officialfigures are given. It
and would be liable to both civil and miliis known, too, that during toe past year
which now circulatesin business circles It the state to buy them farms, taking a mort- Pork— Mess ......................12.50 @12.60
tary law in toe district In wnlch they reside.
Lard ............................. . 8*4(3: . aft there has been a large Increase of immigrais said that there is more defective coin cir- gage for securitv. It is proposed to send
He claimed that the Govrnment would be culated in the United finite* * than in any iu,uuu families to Canada next spring....
BT. LOUia
tion to New Mexico. Utah, Montana and
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............
i.oc @1.0654
benefited by the issuance of bonds, and the
other country in the world. England, A riot against Englisti doctors at Alexandria CORN-Mixed ...................... 46*4@ .47)., other Territories,and consequently a very
Indians would secure all that is due them France and other foreign powers appropri- was quelled by troops. Tho old cry of
25jg@ .26)* lorge increase In the amount of public land
under the present system. In fact, the lat- ate a certain sum annually for the preserva- “Death to Christians:”was repeated on tho Oats— No. ......................
which has .come into the possession of actuRye ............................... 67 & .57)$
ter would receive more than they do now,
al settlera
tion of their circulatingmedium. As soon as streets. .Hartmann,the Nihilist, is making Pork— Mess ............. ......... 12.25 @13.40
aa so much is absorbedin passing through
preparations In London for a Socialist Con- Lard ............................. . s*4@ . 8K
a piece of coin becomes disfiguredor worn to
differenthands”
CINCINNATI
a certainextent it is replaced by a new coin, gress.
PERSONAL.
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............... 1.07)40 1.08
A treasury officialat San Francisco thus keeping in circulationonly money that
Austria is now completing;the gob...............................
60
&
.61
is in good condition. Officials of the TreasBl«hop Green, of Miselvlppi,though nearly
states that $6,000,000worth of opium has
Oats ...............................28 @ .29
ury Departmentstate that it would not ble of Bosnia and Herzegovinabegan six
8d years old, is hale and hearty.
within ten years been smuggled into that cost the Governmentmore than $15,000or years ago. This is the final outcome of the Rye ................................69 to .60
Pork— Mess ......................16. '25 @16.60
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe wears clothes
port, Government officersreceiving 140 per $20,000 a year to keep our coin in first-class uprising of Herzegovina, which, small os it Lard .........
8 @ . 8*4
of the fashion of twenty-five years ago.
cent, of the amount He says $l,000,u(X) condition.... Patent Commissioner Marble was. le . to the defeat of Sei via, the carnage
TOLEDO.
worth of the drug can be brought in at a has resigned •
Annie Louise Cart is not a woman-suffraof Plevna and Shlpka pass, the robbery of Wheat-No. 2 Red ......... ....... 1.11 @ ua
CORN....... ........................63*0 .53)4
time. . .The Han Francisco Board of Health
According to the August returns to Roumania, and the Congress of Berlin..,. Oats— No. ....................... 29 @ .29)4 gist She writes: “I do not ask for a ballot,
has declared all Asiaticports infected with
though very life were at ttake. ”
In the elections throughout France last SunDETROIT.
cholera, and vessels arriving therefrom the National Department of Agriculture,the day for members of the Councils-Generale
Molls, de la Ramee, better known as
Flour .........
.............. 4.00 @6.75
must remain at quarantineuntil examined average condition of spring wheat is 97, the seventy-one districtsreturn Republicans and Wheat-.vo. 1 White ............ 1.08*0 1.09* “Oulda” is strictly secluded by her friends.
A cloud has obscured her mind
Thebe was a great flurry in Indianap- same rr in 188!, but higher than any previ- twenty-threeConservatives, a Republican Corn-No. ....................... 53)40
.The English doctors sent OATS-Mlxed. ..................... ;i5 0 .36
ous August since 1877. There has been an net gain of two.
Dh. Tanner, “the starver ” is living neat
olis financialcircleslast week, caused by
Pobx—
Mesa....
......
15.00
@15.60
Improvement in the appearance of the corn- to Egypt, who had experiencein India in
Chautauoua, N. Y. His imitator, Gnsoom,
INDIANAPOLIS.
the embarrassment of the First National fields during the month of July.
the
cholera
epidemics,
report
that
toe
disIn
Illinois
J
Wheat 7N0. 2 Ben ............... 1.05 @105* seems to nave retired to private life.
Bonk and the Indiana Banking Company, it is measured by a single point In the ease now prevailing in Egypt is Corn— N 0^2 ....................... 47*0 .43
Thx Duke of Sutherland and Sir Thomas
distinctly different charac- Oats— MLxcu....
both of which closed their doors. The main there has been a retrograde movement of
Brassey hold United States bonds as ai
former bank reopened within a few hours, on account of drought ihe condition is ter from toe Asiatic cholera,...
EAST LIBERTY, PA. m
investment to the amount of $5,0u0, 000 each,
a powerfulsyndicatecoming to its aid now 89 per cent of a periect crop The Cetewayo, the Zulu chieftain,recently re. CATTLE-^Best ....................6.65 @5.85
Fair .....................5.15 @5.60
Jane Gray Swibshelm still retains ths
The stockholders decided to Increase toe yield will probably be about twenty-five ported killed, is olive and well — Through
Common ............... 4.70 @ 5.00
youthful roses of health in her face, bul
capital
toe present own- bushels per acre, or about 1,7(K),(MI000 the persistent efforts of the Princess 0!
,al stock by $400,000,
$
Hoos
............................
...6.90 @5.10
they have gone from her cheeks into bat
ers of stock to double their amounts or sell busbela The condition Is six points Wales, a bill bas parsed the House of ComSheep ........................... 8.50 0 6.60
nose.
out at 50 cents on toe dollar, and the former higher than last year, bnt lower than mons making pigeon-shootingillegal
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flags tvora /Poniot-oH
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morning,

at a

nway Hall, where he plays on a
grand piano for several hours. If he How the Shah Received the

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

MINERAL PRODUCTS.

A PERSIAN PAGEANT.

certain time, he is taken

to Ste

1{olIat|il

^ilg

misses his usual

visit

is

so nervous

First Dip-

eral Resources

lomatic Representative of This

it

is impossible to manage him.

seems to pour forth

DurLtm, N. 0., has
in his possession a long, black whisky
bottle ont of which Gens. Johnston
and Sherman took th^ir last drink after
signing the articles of the surrender on
the 26th of April, 1865. This bottle
was left with Mrs. Bennett, who lives

the two hours at his
favorite instrument.BKnd Tom is a
phenomenon — nothing more or less.

ous vitality in

a

of the United

a fire at West

Bay City, a girl ol

15 years ran bock into a burning buildlug ti

save a baby which hack been foigottmi

his superflu-

all of

Samuel O’Dea, of Csooda. had tho tots of
sawed off whle trying to kick
piece of pine away from a small saw.

his right foot

States.

Country.

He

Min-

During

and distractedthroughout the day that

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
T. D. Jones, of

he

Statistics Showing the Splendid

i

His

[Washing ton Dispatch.]
Both were burned, but not dangerously.
A report entitled“The Mineral Rafources The two resident buyers of Oswego have

Name Is Benjamin and He Was
Presented with Grand Cere-

/

of the United States”will shortly be pub- purchased 50,000 pound* of wool this year.
lished by Albert Williams,Jr, Chief of the The average price was a trifle more than
1

monies.

Technology, 29% cents per pound.
United
States
Geological
Survey,
J. W.
[Washinirton Telegram,]
The Pope has sent a picture to be exhibbut he seems to sink slowly into oba G. W. Benjamin, the tint diplomatic Powell, Director. This report is for
ited at the Detroit Art- Loan Exposition
scurity, and he is now regarded as a representativeof the United States to Per- the calendar year 1883 and the first
It contains which he will contribute to the permanent
sia, gives the following account of his re- six months of
sensation entirely of the past.
detailed statistics for these peih'ds museum, should the society form one
ception by the Shah:
four miles west of Durham, where
and also for precedingyears, together with
Pontiac Jidl Potter: The Orchard Lake
A brilliant pageant had been prepared much technicaland descriptive matter.
Rather a strange action has been
Johnston surrendered.
fllltary Academy is to have new 150,000
The
compilation
of
special
statistics
has
more strangelysettled recently in the outside the walls of Teheran at one of the been placed by Mr. Williams In the charge buildings after the plans of W. E. Brown, of
The granite shaft which is to mark Queen’s Bench Court, London, in re- royal pavilions. At the stairway of the pa- of lonaing authoritiesin the severalbranch- Detroit They wifi be commenced at an early
vilion Mr. Benjamin was met ly Nas’r el es, and the results will thereforebe accepted
the spot where Custer and his troop of gard to the old Grecian Theater and
Mulls, or the General-in-Chiefof the armies witlconfidencaThe follbwing totals of date, and are to bidlt of brick, with stone
the Seventh United States cavalry were Eagle tavern, m the City road, which of Persia, and a glitteringcrowd of promi- the production of the more importantmin- trimmings.
eral substances for 1882 are from advanced
GottliebHeller, of Lima, became sudmassacred has been shipped to Montana. for. more than a century has had the nent officers blaring with blue, scarlet, sil,
. ,
The monument consists of a cube of reputation of being about the fastest ver. and gold and decorations Innumerable Values of the metallic products of the denly a raving maniac, and has been sent to
ofoiamonds and costly gems. Mr. Benja- United States In 1882:
the Pontiac Asylum. Fred Kaeroher. aged
Montello granite four and a half by ,place in Babylon. The lease was pur- min was escorted, to an audience hall by the Pig iron, spot value ...................
78, who had been taking care of Heller, went
General-in-Chief,’
where an exchange of Bilver, coining value ..................
five and a half feet, resting on a base chased with all. the fixtures, by Mr.
Gold, coining value ................... M.Wi.OOO home soon after and suddenly fell dead of
courtesieswas offered and accepted.
of the same material. It is inscribed Booth, of the Salvation Army, the sale
Next Mr. Benjamin was taken to the court Copper, value at New York city ......
heart disease.
below aud mounted upon a fine hoi so to Lead, value at New York city ........
»....* 3,646,020
with the name of the slain.
of all spiritous liquors was abandoned, continue his travels This was the signal Zinc, value at Now
Extensive and thorough repairsare being
Quicksilver, value at Ban Francisco
ttt Philadelphia .........
300,777 made at the State Normal School,and the
and worship was daily held in what was for every one to mount, and the cortege of
12.0<i0
nearly 1,000 royal guards was nut in motion,
value atffn Francisco. ..
Josiaji Hinman, founder of Montana,
grounds in the rear are being graded. The
formerly the theater and beer garden. they being brilliantly and elaboratelycos- pjatinnm,value at New York city....
1,000
main building is being painted outside and
the first town built in Colorado, died
As
the
processiou
moved
across
turned,
The action was to compel the carrying
Total ..............................
Hi#, 750, 004 In, the halls and corridorsgrained,the walls
the
plain
toward
the
beautiful
turreted
gate
plain
recently at his home in Yergens, Vt*
on of the old trade, that the place of the city, which is decoratedwith parti- Values of some of the non-metallic prod- and ceilings tinted and oalclmined,and the
He was the leader of the first party mi'.ht not bo damaged as a public colored glazed tiles, the Cossacks dashed ucts
___ of the United Btatas in 1882 (all spot
chapel groined and frescoed— all at an exhither and thither between the lines, tiring ; values except chrome iron ore),
that left Lawrence, Kan., for Pike’s
pense of over 94,000:
house, and, strange as it may seem to muskets in the air and exhibiting the most Bituminous coal,
rftal. hrown cotti. ]iim
brown coal, lignite
Peak in May, 1858. In February, 1859,
brilliant feats of horsemanship.The streets
Ed Parker, of Evart, obtained 9110 of an
an American,judgment was given by were lined with spectators. At intervals and anthracitemined outside of
Pennsylvania .......................
I 761
the new town of Montana was incorporMr. Justice Stephen in favor of the were stationedpolice or squads of military Pennsylvaniaanthracite .............70,Mb,o94 attorney, giving a chattel mortgage one
Passing through the grand square of the Crude petroleum ..................... a:,,3',4,'!l2 team. He then went to Canada or elseated by the State of Kansas. Not even
plaintiffs,holding that the defendants Department of War, the cortege filed into Lima .................................21, 700, <>00
a log-cabin now marks the town’s were bound to keep the Eagle as a pub- the new or European quarter of the city, Building stone ....................... 21, 000, too where, and it is alleged that the team
Salt ...................................4,320,140 proved to belong to some one else. Parker
quarters Mr. Benjamin
On approachingnis quarters
location.
__
Cement ................
8,672,750
lic house and saloon.
was told by an aid that 800 soldiers were Limestone for iron tiux ..............
was found at Midland, where he wes
marshaled
at
the
entrance
to
receive
him.
Hungary is still in the middle age of
Phosphate rock .......................
arrested and taken to the Hersey jail
Benjamin dismounted, returnedthe sa- New Jersey marls ....................
An English scientist in Australiahas Mr.
progress.It is still the practice tilery
Saginaw Herald: Taken as a whole, our
lute, and, accompanied by the General-in- Crude borax ..........................
Mica. ..................................
250,01)0
information is that except clover, corn and
to subject desired witnessesto torture discovered a fungus that produces in Chief and his staff, was escorted to a recep- Crude baiytes .......................
tion-room. where further courtesies were
100,000 marsh hay, the crops in Saginaw county will
Chromo iron ore, value at Baltimore.
in order to force confessions from them. the rodent family a fatal skin disease* shown and refreshments enjoyed
90,000
be fully np to the average this year. Fruit
His
proposes
to
rid
the
country
of
field
A woman was brought into court re36.000 is light and poor, apples and pluma, genercently who could with difficultywalk, mice, rats, and possiblythe pestiferous residence,according to the custom of the Graphite
34,090 ally. a total failure. With fair weather for
country. He has held office thirty-six years Bulphur
21.000
rabbit
by
inoculating
a
number
of
them
because of the brutal treatment to
15,000 the next four or six weeks, farmers will
and is a conservative and astute statesman Cobalt ore and matte...
12.500 find the year reasonably favorable.
which she had been subjectedby the with this particularbacteria and turn of kindly manners and disposition. The Precious stones, nnent.
10,600
10th of June Mr. Benjamin received a call Asphaltum..............
them
l<*)se to spread it. The authori'
The boiler of a portable engine used to
6,250
agents of the prosecution. Hungary
from the Grand Chamberlain, who Is a son- Corundum ..............
1,750
ties have been advised to await the re- in-law of the Hhab, and who informed Mr. Pumice-stone...........
out fnel for the locomotiveson the A W.
needs a missionary or two.
Benjaminthat his Majesty desiredto receive
Total ..............................
$226,156,402 Wright Lumber Company’s log railroad, in
sult of further experiments before adopthim at 1 o’clockp. m the 11th.
The resume shows:
Boecomraon county, exploded,killingthe
In the comparatively-coolclimate of ing the plan, tost great harm come to
Mr. Benjamin was taken to the palace in a Metals ................................
$219,756,004
landau furnished by his Majesty and drawn
M engineer, Philip Breard, and two ^employee
California,the ostrich accommodates the people. It is now known that the by six horses, each mounted by a liveried Mineral substances named in
foregoing table .....................226.156.402 named Abraham Cole and Fred Onlette.
itself to natural conditions, and hatches dreadful trichina is bred to perfection postillion.Twenty royal Ferqushes or foot- All other non-metallicproducts cerSamuel McClellandwas also oontdderably
tainly not less than .................
S.ooo/W
runners Clad in scarlet and wearing plumed
its eggs in the manner usual to fowls, in rats and transmittedto whatever ani- tiaras preceded the carriage, together with
hurt Low water Is attributed as the cause.
Grand total .......................
1453.912 J06
the female occupying the nest in the mals eat them, particularlyhogs; also, a score of horsemen accompanied by MoEunice Potter, a 16-year-old daughter of
hamoudan, the second master of ceremonies
Henry Potter, of WilliamHburg,attempted
day-time and the male at night. In that the germ of tape-worm is found al- Mr. Benjaminarrived at the gardens of the
TOBACCO.
to poison her father by putting paris green
Africa, where such continual incubation most, if not quite exclusivelyin fresh palace,which are beautifiedwith fountains
and shrubbety and foliage, arranged artInto raisins and the raisins into a rice pudis rendered unnecessary by the great beef, probably deposited there by some fully wild, after a style peculiarly Persian. InterestingFacts Relating to the
ding, and giving the pudding to heg^ather.
heat during the day of the sun and of sort of fly. It is also known that germs All were ushered into a spacious and handTobacco Industry.
He waa taken very ill, and would have died
some hall, where tfie first master of cerethe sand, the ostrich leaves its nest for developo differently according to the monies and other gentlemenand dignitaries
but for the prompt use of the stomach
An analysisof the receipts of internalrev- pump The girl confessedthe crime, and
hours togetheror depends wholly upon kind of animal in which they find lodg- gorgeously arrayed were In waiting. Here
Mr. Benjamin was invitedto make the seat
enue from tobacco shows that the tobacco was sentenced to five years at Adrian.
Bolar heat for the evolutionof the eggs. ment. All kinds of meat and broad aye of honor and treated to “tea and kaliaun,”
industry of this country has maintained an
or water pipe.
Latateve Woodruff, of Henrietta,abanBut the birds transportedto the Pacific full of them, but they can all be deSoon after the announcement was made excellentreputation as a tax-payer and revdoned
her husband and child, last spring,
to
Mr.
Benjamin
that
his
Majesty
was
in
coast quickly comprehended the differ- stroyed by 212 degrees of boat.
enue producer. The report of the Commisand disappeared with George Houghtelling,
readinessto receive him, and thereunonhe
ence in circumstances.
was conductedby the first master of cere- sioner 'of Internal Revenue,recently pub- who also left his family. After roaming
Silas Savage who has been an in- monies to the palace itself. “At this mo- lished for the fiscalyear ended June 80,1883,
around with him, and becoming tired of
A French paper gives- some informa- mate of the Hartford Almshouse for ment," says Mr. Benjamin, “a salute tired in shows that every dollar known to be due
honor of the United States thundered over from it was paid into the treasury, that kind of living, she left him, and Anally
tion about the submarine cables of the seventeen years, is an American adapta- the city, and on entering we ascended a and the revenue from it amountturned up In Henrietta again, where her
world. Nearly all,the liaes under the tion of Miss Elite, and has been danc- m agnificent staircase. The walls were dec- ed to 142,101,840.70, against 47,891,- patient husband has been waiting to web
988.91,
a
comparative
decrease
this
year
rated in part with paintings
orated
_ of European
sea have been made by English work- ing attendance with his “documents” on masters. From the staircasewe entered an of 15,287,73a I* That this deorease is due come her back If she is disposedto settle
men'i bought with English money, and the great circumlocutionoffice at Wash- audience-hallof vast proportions,and most to the reduction on May 1, of -the 'present down.
impressive in effect His Majesty stood at year, of the rates of tax Is demonstratedby
The Oscoda Balt and Lumber Company’s
laid down by English engineers.The ington for fifty years. His father was the upper end. Leaving my outer shoes at the fact that the production of the year lust
ended
largelyexceeded that of the previous Iron-mill, at Oscoda, burned. It is a total
tMe
door,
as
prescribed
by
the
treaty
of
capital of three companies reaching one of the claimants to the several
Kourmantchlo, I made a low bow and one. The excess of production returned loss. Two hundred pen are thrown ont of
from London to the countries of the millions paid this Governmont by walked up to where the King was stand- this year for the taxation was: Cigars,88,employment The mill was partially Insured.
618,048; cigarettes, 85,477,467; tobacco,
East representsmore than 31,000 miles Franco as spoliationclaims at the time ing.".
Mr. Benjamin then rfddrefiedthe King in pounds, 8,019,158;snuff, pounds, 417,804. The cause of the fire is unknown. The mill
of submarine cables. The English com- of the Louisiana purchase, which the French, and presented his letter of ore- The magnitude of this increase will be ap- was one of the best in the State, and its
denca His Majesty replied that it gave him preciated in comparing the production of
panies own 13,000 miles, against 10,000 Government has always dodged paying great satisfaction to see an American Lega- the lost two years. It was as follows, add- destruction is a great loss to the place aa
well as the company. The mill waa built in
miles owned by others of the cables be- over to the citizens whose property was tion at Teheran, and he consideredthat ing tho quantitiesexported:
1879 and cost 975,000. The insurance
both Governments would be further bene1883.
tween Europe and America. Not more injured by the French fleet. Savage fitted by increasing the intercourse and Ciirar- ..................
3,040,975,295 077,494,OM amounts to 945,000, divided among sixteen
than a tenth of the 12,000 miles of cable was, in his youth, a teller of the Mid- diplomatic relations of the two peoples. Cigarettes .............. 554,544,186 640,021,653 companies
After this ceremony his Majesty expressed Tobacco,IDS ............ 159,458,038 165,077,186
connecting Europe and Braril with the dletown branch of the old United States strong hopes that the United States, now Banff, lbs ...............4,866,569 • 6.284,372
Health In Michigan.
In view of the agitationfor reduced taxaWest Lidia Islands is owned outside of Bank. Believing in the justice of his that it had establisheda Legationin^Persia, ntion, the exhibit Is smaller,no doubt, than
should niaintAin one permanently at TeReportsto the State Board of Health, Lansing,
it would otherwise have beea Adding the
Great Britain.
country he bought up thes other seven heran.
by observers of diseases in the differentparts of
tobacco
exported,
from
10,000,000
to
l2,t(K),At the conclusion of the audience with
Mb. Conkling’s preference for the heirs to his father’s claim, and has been his Majesty, Mr. Benjamin made a formal 000 of pounds must be credited to the item the State, show the principaldiseaseswhich
call upon the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, of tobacco each year. In the cigars are in- caused most sickness in Michigan,during the
tip of a cigar when he feels the need of for fifty years trying to get it paid. and paid his respects also to his Royal cluded cigars imported into this country,
weekending Aug. 4, 1883, aa follows:
a stimulus of tobacco doubtless grew Numerous bills have been introduced Highness, Naib Sultan,who Is Secretary of amounting probably to an average of 56,Number of obeervers heard from, 64.
x
0,000.
War and one of the sons of the King, and
out of a habit which he had for many in Congress, but have always been killed thanked him for his militaryescort
FASHIONS IN DRESS. '
years. The tables, window-sills,aqd at some stage of the proceedings,and
now
the
interest
is
so
large
that
nothing
Tnineweat material for wedding-robes Is Diseases in Order of Greatest
the edges of book-shelves in his law
ODD HAPPENINGS.

He has

created a great stir

in*

Division of Mining Statistics and

his day,
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used to be decoratedwith will ever be done. Savage’s claim alone
A goat bitten by a mad dog in Graysville,
Ga, butted its own brains out
cigars strangely mutilated.He would amounts to $175,000.
Lightning struck in the open lake, in
put a cigar in his mouth wrong end to,
Lauderdale county, Tenn.. during a thunderWhy the Convention Was Called.
carry it till in his abstractionhe hapstorm, and killed hundredsof fish.
A Lion who had long reigned with
Mrr.TJt Smith, of Greene county, Virginiapened to remove it, and, when he
supreme power over the Forest, one dropped de id just os he was raking his hand
missed it, would take another from his day called a conventionof all the to swear that his tax list was correct
AuBUBN(Ky.)jail has not had an inmate
vest pocket and proceed to enjoy it in beasts and announced his intention of
for so long that the look has become rusty
the same manner. It used to be said in abdicating.
and will not admit a key, and the hornets
“I am growing old and feeble, and I have taken possessionof the Interior.
his office that no one had ever seen him
must soon pass* away,” he argued. “All
A SKXLSTON wanders at sweet will about a
lights cigar there or take a cigar in his
things considered it is better that my house in Monndsville, W. Va. It is accommouth except by the wrong end.
successor be nominated and installed panied by an indescribable sound, whloh
while I am living to give him the bene- penetrates the air for miles around, and
seems to originatein the earth.
When the Lsndon Times and Tele- fits of my experience and advice.”
Six sheep owned by David Avery, of East
There was general jov among the Claremont,
graph call Judah P. Benjamin the
Maaa, were killed by lightning
Beasts,
for
the
Lion
had
lordbd
it
after
recently. The animals were walking in a
leader of the English bar, they may be
office in Utica

•

justified;but

_

1M2.

when Sir Henry Jamee,

fijs

own fashion. The Elephant was

and were lying
when found. The

line, one behind the other,

_

Area of Prevalence.

velvet-brocaded repped silk.
An inside waist of the same shade should
Always be worn under the Jerseya

Stockingsbeaded with seed-pearl are a
beautiful accompaniment to a white-satin

1
2

toilet.

8

White camels’ hair, embroidered with

4

four-oiclockaand field daisies, compose a
lovely tea-gown exhibited up-town.

5
6

The Mother Hubbard slip without sleeves,
to be worn over an uaderwaist, is a convenient and prettyf fashion for
An effort has been

little

girls

modi

“three-] tointed” train in

to introduce a
London, but not

hanging gracefullyit does not gain favor
A novel design for a garden party invitation has a tennis-rack in bine m one corner
and a pretty girl holding a parasol in the
other.

Sleeves have appeared again In evening
dress; that is, the shoulder strap is replaced
with something that looks very like a short,

8
7
9
10

.........

.

Inflammationof kidney.
Erysipelas ...............
Typho- malarial fever.
.
.

84
82
68
69
54
55
43

80
75
63
56
66
63
52
60
44
39
33
30
25
23
19
17
17
17
16
11

Intermittent fever ........
Diarrhea ..................
Neuralgia ................
Rheumatism ..............
Cholera morbus ..........
Consumption of lungs..
Remittentfever ..........
Bronchitis ................
Cholera Infantum. ........
Dysentery ................
Tonsflitis......
Inflammationof bowels..
iBfiasMa....... ........

.

Wbooping-oough ........
Diphtheria. ..............
Measles.

Pneumonia

60
84
84
86
20
28
20
23

9
9
14
18
9
14

9

Scarlet fever.
Typhoid fever (enteric)...

U

8

9
Inflammation of brain*.
squintingaround, the Rhinosoerpswas dead in that position
6
puffed sleeve.
4
Cere OTo-BDinai meningitis
6
the Attorney-General,mentions him as poshing hie nose into the crowd, and the lightning struck at other points without
The
almost
universal
use
of
white
at
5
Membranouscroup. ....
8
serious damage.
the leader of the American bar, he is in Giraffe was doing a heap of thinking
8
0
Penperal fever ........
Nobthamptou,Mass., has a woman of more Long Branch makes every hotel and cottage
error. While always in the first line, way down his throat when the Lion con- than ordinary pluck. Her husband has not parlor look as though there were a ball in
For tho week ending Aug. 1883, the report#
been able to dress or feed himself for sev- constant progress
Benjamin was not, while at the bar in tinued:
Novel French veilings in cream and snow- indicate,that inflamatlon of the bowels, cholera*
“After serious reflectien and solemn eral years, and besides caring for him the
Infantum, remittentfever, typo-malarial fever
this country, in any sense or degree considerationI have decided,that my wife does all the work for a large family, drop white, and all of the latest a*thetlo and whooping-coughincreased, and that
has an excellentvegetable garden which she shades, come with silk broche figures in diarrhea deareasedin area of prevalence.
foremost. Grimes, Campbell, and one own son shall succeed me. The office manages by herself, and also has in her yard Louis XHL designs
At the State capital, the prevailing/vinds, duror two others were of higher fame in will not only be kept in the family, bnt largeoroodflof dnoks and chickens.
In the matter of fancy jewelry the palm ing the week ending Aug. 4. were west,
Mb. Bbantlet, of Escambia*Ala, noticed may be awarded to spldera J et, cut silver, and, compared with the preceding week, the temNew Orleans at the 'Waihington
wM be
perature was lower, the the dav and night
aCprojection
from his cow's stomach which, and jeweled spiders are seen In
being no further business before the
ozone more, and the absolute and relative huaoe, in bonnet strings, and in bow*
States Court he was never regarded as meeting we will adjourn.”
midity less.
,
Including reports by regular observersand by
New watering-place wraps for evening, of
the equal of B. R. Curtis; and at the
“But why the need of this convenwhite cashmere or vigogne, elegantly em- others, diphtheriawas reportedpresent during
hold of the knife blade, and lays it bounded broidered in delicate colors, and fined with the week ending Aug. 4, and since, at sixteen
New York State bar, Nicholas Hill, tion?” protested the Rhinos oeros.
“Well, there wasn't any particular out like the oork ont of a beer bottle He tinted sarah, are cut- with flowing Chinese places,scarlet fever at twelve nlaoea,and
George Wood, and Charles O’Cohor
hat the knife, beside other proof of the sleevea
need of it,” replied the Lion, “but ft is
mCompared vrtS fie°avera«e tor tho month of
.» ,J; >
were contemporaneouslysuperior to customary to call one in order to col- acts. *
Transparent muslips are shown in ex- July tn the preoedlng six years, neuralgia and
Valentinx Yebkx, a convict in the Ohio
bronchitis were coneidcrablymore prevalent,
him.
lect the1 expenses of nomination. penitentiary,obtained a large iron spoon quisite tints of manye, tea-rose, pale al measles, rheumatismand tonsflitiswere more
mond, sapphire blue and cameo, with laurel
bom the dining-room, and made a stren- blossoms, moss-buds, sweet-briarrosea, prevalent, and membranous croup, whoopingBrother Giraffe, pass the bat!”
Blind Tom is still as enthusiastic
laud remittent fever were less prevalent
Moral: “Attend the primaries1“— uous effort to swallow It. but falling in strawberriesand geraniums in single clut- cough
dunng the mouth of July, 1883.
that he forced it down his throat with stab
over music as ever. It is now said that Detroit fret Tress,
ters scattered over the delicateground.
For the month of July, 1888, compared with
a violence that the handle broke in two
the average of correspondingmonths in the fly 0
it has' become such a mania with him as
When the doctor, arrived Yeske was lying on
im-im
wm Iowm. th.
.

.

4,

United

;

t

•

' The German Strawberrywas. intromind. He duced into Kaffirland: IprjT- than fifty
gofe 'muttering years ago. Now in their iseason miles

to have quite unsettled his
is & curious sight as

he

and grimacing along ttifc streets, accompanied by bis manager.' Every

of prairie land

are cotered with the

luscious red Bruit

tu

tion, are now in tne heig
had evidently found the spoon unpalatable, dresses are of black Chantilly,Spanish laoe.
for he did what he oould to accelerate tho brocaded grenadine, or silk gauze, trimmed
process of extracting,it, which was finally with plaitedflounces alternatingwith those

accomplished. ,

.

otuST

“A

toWngi-f^l for

the

fa
month

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

Satubday, August

1883.

18,

The state crop report just issued is compiled from returns from 1,001 correspondents in 788 towns, and says:

A good farm consisting of 250 acres, 170
acres improved land with fruit ol all kinds
on the premises. The land is located
about 4 miles northwestof this city. Will
be sold on easy terms. Inoulre at the
News Office, or of James Coroford, at
the place.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, *88. 27-8m

Wheat has

^

small amount has been entirely ruined.

An

examination of the special reports

show that the white wheat, particularly
the Clawson, which is the principal white
variety grown, suffered most from the wet

weather. A large proportion of the

com

on low, wet land is entirely ruined, and

on the

only

highest, driest soils

average crop be expected.
is

The

can an

hay crop

large in quantity but would have been

poor

even could

in quality

properly saved.

it

have been

GREAT

Hardware
at

Holland,

City of
)
Clerk’s Office August 7th, 1888. j
To E. D. Blair, Isaac Kramer, Willemina Boot, Engbertus Van Der Veen, Mra.
C. Schola, Wm. Verbeek, Simon Reidsema,
Bonsje L. Geerlings,H. Meyer, Nina
Koning, H. Meyer a Co., Steketee & Bos,
Dirk R. Meengs, P. &. E. Winter, Mrs.
W. C. Nlbbelink, Dlrkje Hofman, Antonie
Meerman, Hermanus Boone, John Pesslok,
Wm. Ten Hage, Jacelmjna Weatveer,
John Alberti,Robert B. Best, Pieter
Koning, Roelof Ooatema, Klaaa Van
Haflen, H. Wykbnizen, Mrs. A. Van Ity,
Estate of W. Van Deflaar, Rokui Kanters,
E. J. Harrington, Charles Scott, Andrew

SLAliHTtll

•

!

Of Dr; Goods, Clothing, Motions, Boots and Snoes,

prioea that defy competitionat

Special Assessors Notice.

been considerably injured both by sprouting and discoloration, but only a very

FULL STOCK OF

A

For Sale.

as

AND HATS AND CAPS AT HOLLAND.

& Sons,

E. Heaters

To be sold inside of Thirty Days, regardless of

We

have the exclusivesale, for Holland and

vicinity,

At the

time bay should Steketee,Charles A. Dutton, Wm. J. Scott,
We also have the exclusive sale, for Holland and
have been cut, that on the lower lands was Mrs. A. Lcfebre, K. Schaddelee, Marla
under water. Only a small proportion of Torn, T. R. Beck, C. P. Becker, E. J. vicinity, of tho celebratedt
Harrington,Jr., Frank
Royce, R.
the crop has been secured in good condiKanters. Jacob O. Doesburg, Gerryt Slenk,
tion. Other crops have of course suffered First Reformed Church, Dallas M. Gee,
from the excessivewet. August 1, the J.
Bosnian, Elizabeth N. Parks,
yield of wheat per acre was estimated Jacobus Schoon, Derk te Roller, Jacobus
Nlbbelink, Jacob Van Putten, Benjamine
lower than on the 1st of July for every
Van Raaltc, John Roost, Hermina Pesslok, of all colors. This paint is warranted to the
county in the southern four tiers. We R. Schllleman, Dingcman Vershure, customer by the Pitkin Paint Company,which
make no estimate of the total yield in the Meindert Astra, Evert Everbard, Cornells warranty wc endorse in every particular,where
state, preferring to await the returns from Dok, J. H. Steglnk, C. P. Becker, John
used according to directions. We also have
R. Kleyo, Isaac Cappon, G. W. Hopkins,
the threshing machines, which will be reHendrik Vechter, Hermanus Doesburg, cheaper paints for barns, fences, and outhouses.
ceived about September 1. In the south- and City of Holland.

on account of an over stock.

ALL GOODS FIRST-CLASS

of tho celebrated

1ft

cost,

and warranted as represented. Come early while assortment is good, and remember
that all goods will be sold from 25 to 30 per cent l&s than

WHOLESALE COST!

8

Ik id

W.

ern four tiers of counties, and also in the
entire state, oats are estimated to yield 34

bushels,and barley 23 bushels per acre.

Meadows and pasturesare
tion, as is also

in fine condi-

clover. The outlook for

apples and peaches

is

becoming

less

prom-

ising with each month.

Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m.,
and 2

p.

m.

Sunday School

3

You and each of you are hereby notified
that special assessmentrolls, for the Improving, grading and graveling of Ninth
street special assessment districthas been
reported by the Board of Assessors to the
common council of the city of Holland, and
filed in this office, and that the Common
Council has fixed upon the 28th day of September, # A. D. 1883, at 7:30 p. ra., at the
Common Council room, in said City, as
the time and place when and where they
will meet with the said Board of
Assessors to review said roll.
By order uf the Common Council,
GEO. II. S1PP, dtu Clerk.

Reformed

the Christ."

Af-

Lord."

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and :30 p.m. Preaching by
7

the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects: Morning, "The moral condition of the world.” In the evening Mr.
Charles Dutton, of New Brunswick Tbeol.
Seminary will preach. Subject: "The
Christian’speace." Congregational singing led by the choir. All are welcome.

Third Reformed

Four and Eight Cent Counters will be Opened!
To

parties wishing to engage in business we will sell whole stock and fixtures at a
bargain and on easy terms.

City

ETC., ETC., ETC.

G. J.

MarvellotuGore

Oil &

m.

Vapor Stoves,

Refrigerators,etc.
Always on hand, In endless variety, and
we

sell

them

at reasonable prices.

R.

KANTERS

Holland, Mich., May

& SONS.

1st, 1883.-

NEW FIRM!
P.

PRUTS & CO,

Have just received

a

Stone In the Blad-

of

ber- Large Stonea Removed by Kennedy’! Favorite Remedy.

Garden Tools,

new stock of

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

the Pittsfield

(Mass.) Eaole.

Holland Christiau Ref. Church— Services at 9:80 a. m., 2 and 7:30 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Prof. G.
Boer, of Grand Rapids. Texts: Mornning, Epbezen 4: 8. Afternoon, Catechise Sunday 18. Evening, Rom. 8: 87.

HEROLD’S
-for

which they

will sell at the lowest prices.

Genuine Cyclone

For

the Hollaud City

a

Call!

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

1883.

Richard Smith, and Nelson Ogden.
labors of the Pastor, Rev. T. T.
George, were approved with the unanimous request to the General Conference
that he be returned for the next conference
I. Fairbakks, Sec'y.

NO. 46,

MEN

E.HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., April 0, 1888.

FIRST

A Leotura on th« Kator* Trafttnant
and radical core of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea Induced by self-Abose,Involuntary

EIGHTH STREET.

Epilepsy and nts; Mental ana mvsicai incapaciAc.- By ROBERT J. CULVER WELL, M. D.,
anlhor of the "Green Book,” Ac.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lectnrc.clcarly proves from bis own experience
that the awful consequence* of Belf-Abnsemay
be effectually removed without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies, iostrumouts,rings or cordials ; pointing out s modeol cure at once certain
ty,

and effectnal. bv which every sufferer, no matter
wbat his conditionmay be, may cure himself

WARD

DRUG STOIC.

cheaply, prifately and radically. This lecturewill
prove a boon to thousand* and thousands.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope,to any address. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
postage stamp*- Address

THE CU VEKWKLL MEDICAL CO.,
41 Ann St., N w York N. Y.; PostofflceBox 450.

year.

Oh Thursday we took

a trip

down

WM. TEN

to Macatawi

HAGEN,

Park, and found quite a number of Allegan people

campina there. The campers are Mr. and Mrs.
Guyot, Mr. and Mra. Smith, Mlsaea Ella Hynea
and Hattie Pratt, and Mra. Ryan and children.
Treaaorer Epplnk and his family were the gneats
of Mr. Boone, of Holland and occupied his cottage
and stent. Among the gnesta at the hotel were
Mrs. Chas. Lliiugaton, Mra. P. M. Calkins, A. W.
Sherwood and wife, Henry Sailor, and others.
On Friday the word was passed ‘•the perch are In.”
and everybody went down to the pier to catch fl»h.
It was lively times for an hoar or two jerking the
little beauties oat of the water. We are not going
to Imperil our reputetion for truth and veracity by
stating how many were caught, we leave each one
to tell their own **fl<h story,” bat there was right
smart of flab canget, and the bright eyes, sunburned cheeks and eager tonghes of a'l as they counted
their catch showed how keen was the appreciation
of the sport. The weather has been all that coaid
bo desired for camping and each party claims to be
having a pleasant tlme.-AKspo* Democrat.

Fob

its

soothing nod grateful influence

on the scalp, and

for the

removal and pre-

vention of dandruff, Ayer’a Hair Vigor

•dealer in*

Drugs, Medicines, TOBACCOS,

for

CIGARS,

medical purposes.

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

L SCHIPH0RST,

Will be at the 8* ore and will hold hlouelf la
readinesa to attend to calla at all honra of the day
or

sight.

.

A large and very

Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.
A

fall

hair to ita original dark color, atloulatea tlaaeaia oareaploy.
the growth of the hair, and gives ita beau-

SCHBPER8 & SOHIPHORST.

Hohuno, Mich., Hank

•!,

ittt.

10-1 y

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, RheumaGeneral Debility.Catarrh, and

tic Goat,
all

disorders caused by a thin and impover-

ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood

;

enrichingand renewing the blood, and restoring its vitalizing power.
Daring a long period of unparalleled usefulness, Aybb’s Sarsaparillahas proven
its perfect adaptationto the cure of all dis-

weakened
a highly concentrated extract of Sarsaparilla and other bloodpurifying root*, combined with Iodide
of Potassium and Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable,and most economical blood-

will stand a chance of

winning

la.,

March

a, 1883.

Rheumatism so
move from the

of

severe that I could not

bed, or dress, without help.

much

I tried several remedies without

if

any relief, until I took Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by the use of two bottles of whleh I
was completely cured. 1 have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism since.
Have sold Urge quantities of your
Sarsaparilla,and it still retains its
wonderful popularity. The many notable
cures it has affected in this vicinity convince me that it is the beat blood medicine
ever offered to the public.
E. F. Harris.”
River St, Buckland, Mass., May 13, 1882.

CHINA TEA SET!
Call and see it.
is

the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
1 have suffered for many years.
w. H. Moors.”

“Eight years ago I had an attack

an elegant

Powder

Inflammatory Bhenmatism Cored.
“Ayer’s Sarsaparillahas cured me of

• Durham,

and complete line of

Every person purchasing
Baking Powder at my store

40

My Bakin

ctfi.

per poun

“Last March I was so weak from generI could not walk without
the advice of a friend, I

—Jug Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
and before I had used three bottles I felt
as well as 1 ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two months, and

think your Sarsaparilla the

only.

greatest

blood medicine in the world.

James Maynard.”

Goods delivered free
B.

Holland, June

14.

of charge,

WYNHOFF

1883.

7-ly

RESTilpf
^

fit free/ No risk. Everything
Capital not required. We will furnish you

everything. Many are making fortunes.Ladies
make as roach as men, and boys and girls make
great pay. Reader, if you want business at which
yon can make great pay all the time, write for
particulara to ll. BALLETT A CO., Portland,

Maine.

fine

POOL ROOM
in

connectionwith my place of baaineaa.

620

West 42d St, New Yorjt, July

19,

1882.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cures Scrofula
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysipelas, Ecsema, Ringworm, Blotches,
Sores, Bolls, Tumors, and Eruptions of
the Skin. It clears the blood of all impurities, aids digestion, stimoUtes the action of
the bowels,and thus restores viUllty and
strengthens the whole system.

PREFABKD BY

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mats.
Sold by all Druggists; price# 1,iIe bottles,#5.

42-ly

Bonnets, Hats, feathers,
Flowers, Ribbons, Dress and ‘Trimming Silk, Satin Velvets, Crape, Embroidery, Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornaments,Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,
Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Iloopskirts.

Don’t fail to drop into my place of business,

PreaeripttonClerk eon-

cures

iMULLiisrERyir
CLOAKS & FANCY GOODS.

pine

prescbIptions
DR.

Sarsaparilla

CHOICE LIQUORS 1883. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883.

WINES and LIQUORS

MR. A. HUIZINGA,

and silken appearance. J

9

Dress Goods, Table Linens.

new.

*AND~v

TOILET, and

haa no equal. It restore* faded or gray

tiful, soft, glossy

WYNHOFF

B.

*

-Dealers in-

FANCY ARTICLES,
and PATENT MEDICINES.

AYER’S

vitality. It Is

always on band.

CALL AND SEE US

Having lately re opened the “City Meat Market"
the First Ward, we kindly Invite the citizens

eases originating In poor blood and

the store of

MANHOOD CROCKERY

let,

The

LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Lots of

A

Slippers.

done.

CO., Prop's

purifier and blood-foodthat can be used.

At the store opposite the " City Mills."
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28,
8-ly

always find a well selected stock of

At

the fourth quarterly conference of
the Methodist church held last Sunday,
the following named persons were elected
as Stewards: I. Fairbanks, J. M. Coatsworth, I. Thompson, Mrs. Geo. 8. Har
rlngton, Austin Harrington,Millard Harnogton, Wm. Bakker, Richard Smith, and
Mrs. Geo. B. Glllett. The following
named persona were elected as Trustees:
I. Fairbanks, Ezra E. Annis, I. Thompson, J. 8. Fairbanks, Charles Johnson,
Elmore E. Annis. T. S. Purdy, Nels Hanson, Wilbert B. Harrington, Geo. B. Gil-

at

year-

Repairing neatly and promptly

Neva.

going on in the stock of

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

Ladles and Gentlemens
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^0 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 ra
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
Subjects: Morning, "Special Providence.”
Evening, “The Issues of the Heart." All
the seats are free.

is

Dry Goods & Groceries,

BOOTS & SHOES
will

VAN DUREN &

expelling the blood-polaona from the system,

Give us

Ton

In

Meat Market,

1883.

day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones I will send them to yon,” This letter bears date “Dalton. Mass., Feb. 6th,’’ and is
signed "Peter Lawler.” The stone*, which are so
large a* to warrant for “Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” the claim that It is the most successful sped
fic forStone yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kennedy's possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
states that the “Favorite Remedy” at the same
time cured him of a stnborn case of Rheumatism ;
and it Is a fact that in all effectionsarising out of
disorder ofthe liver or urinary crgansltls a searching remedy and work* marvellousbenents. It is
in itself almost a medicine chest. Order It of your
druggist.Price #1.00 a bottle.

Highest market prices paid for

E.

VEERE.

Wm. VAN DKR

of this city to give us a “call.”
Stone iu the Bladder is a very dangerousaliment;
We intend to keep our market supplied with the
but many most remarkablecures have of late been
wrought by ’‘Kennedy'*Favorite Remedy"—the best and choicest meats that can be procured.
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout,N. Y. Another striking cs*c is now added to the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., states In a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been tronbledwith
Wc make
bladder complaint for 14 years, and had consulted
at differenttimes seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporaryallayment of tho pain bad been
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr.
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the and can assure our patrons that the Laid purdoctor “struck stone.” He decided that Mr. Law- chased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
ler should first try the “FavoriteRemedy,” so as,
G. J. VAN DUREN * CO.
if possible, to avoid an operation. And bore I* the
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15.
, *—
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy— The

the Idols.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
"The Lord's day." Afternoon, “A bought
people."

DUREN.

NARROW ESCAPE

White Wash Brushes,

Drain Notice.

Church— Rev.' D. fications made by me and now remaining in my
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m., office, and who will give good security for the performanceof the same within the time to be speciand 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45. fied
in such contracts, the undersigned reservieg the
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30. right to teject any and all bids. Notice Is also hereThe services wil be conducted by Rev. by given, that at the time of said letting of
John Yan Der Meulen, of Jamestown, contracts the assessment of benefits made by me
will be subject to review.
Mich. In the evening there will be a Dated this 15th day of August, A. D., 1883.
fTtED L. BOLTER,
union service ot the First and Third
churches, when a Missionary sermon will Drain Commissionerfor the Township of Holland.
be preached by Rev. N. M. Steffens.Sub- YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN CALL AT
ject: "The cutting off of the names ot

VAN

G. J.

NOTICE

i* hereby given that I. F. L. Souter,
Drain CommUflloner of the Township of Holland,
County of Ottawa, will on the 29ih day of August.
1883, at the house of Klaaa Maalenbroek,
Id said
township, at ten o'clock In the forenoon, meet
partiesfor the purpose of lettingcontracts for the
construction of a drain In said township, to be
known as Drain No. 35, commencing at a point 40
rods north and sixteenfeet east of the section
corner common to sections 17, 18, 19 and 20, of
Township 5 north of Range 15 west, and running
thence south 2 degrees east 93 rods, thence south
5:1 degrees west 85 rods; and that I will then and
there proceed to let contracts for the construction
of the vme by sections as I have divided It, such
contracts to be let to the lowest responsiblebidder. who will do the work accordingto the speci-

W. BOSMAN’S BUILDING.

LESTER & WOLF,

Paint Brushes,

^dmtwmentsi.

ternoon, "The interconnectionbetween
the remission of sins and the fear of the

J.

From

Cbnrch, on Thursday, at 7:80. Subjects:
is

STORE OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

Alabastine,

:30. Weekly

prayer meeting with the Third

Morning, "The Lord

Pits

ona door east of the City Bakery, /

OAT

A

full line of Infant'* Wear. Infant'* Robe* and Cloak*, • specialty.

EGHTH STREET,
TEN HAGEN.

Wm.
Hollaid, Mich., May

10,

1888. 14-ly

LAS.

VAN DEN BERGE,

STOKTK STKSST.

»OZ*X*A VTZ>;

KCXOJfcf

.

The

JOTTINGS.

is

family of the editor of this paper

jrisitiug relativesin the East.

R. Meengb baa a "Special Notice’*
thia issue. Read it.

D.
in

G..

M. T. Ryan,

editor

Democrat,called on ui

Geo. Bibkhoff, Jr., and Henry Valk,

of the Allegan

last

of Chicago, spent this

Saturday.

week in

Stegeman,

spending most of their time

to-day.

We

citizeos are
at

Macatawa

Park now-a-days.

acknowledge the receipt of the an-

nual catalogue of the State Agricultural
College of Michigan.

muzzled. This matter should receive

at-

Bitters, sister-in-law of

Rev. E. Bos, left yesterdayfor her

tention.

home

Netherlands.

in the

much needed

rain.

some weeks

for

ill

The

office of the telephonecompany in this

Saturday.

"camping out,”

at

Park, with the family of Mr.

Oub marble works are doing some very
fine work lately. Mr. De Merrell, the

H. Boone,

He

^

of the Market
left last Monday for

proprietor

street livery stable,

Illinois.

family of Mr. John Eppink, of

Allegan, are

city will be located.

.....

—

where the

It has not been decided yet

past, is convalescing.

He was out driving last Wednesday.

Frank Hopkins and wife, of Grsnd
Rapids, visited Capt W. L. Hopkins, of
this city last

Dress Goods, Table Linen, Wheeler& Wilson, Singer,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and the White,
and Gossameres.
King of all Sewing Machines and the best ia
the world.

return next week with

will

H.

A

large

assortment of

HOSIERY,
WHITE GtffiDS,

a car load of horses.

GLOVES,
RIBBONS,

List of letters remaining in the Post,

Boone,

Office at Holland, Mich.,

Aug

16th, 1883:

Also agent for

WHITE and
COLORED CORSETS,
BUTTONS,
SUMMER UNDERWARE, PARASOLS, Etc.
•

John Moulten.

Wm. Whipple, Jr., and James

Pease,

of Hudsonville,were in this city last Tues-

Lake Perch have been biting the day. They
week and thousands of them have as very poor

past

on last Tuesday, thirty-two white bass
one hour and

last

in

on the whole.
left for

new home in Orange City, Iowa, on
Wednesday. They carry with them

the well wishes of hosts of friends in this

a quarter.

vicinity.

gentleman from Grand Rapids,

The report can be found in

full on

Felt Hats.

A fresh stock of

-*-And the-*

another

page.

always on hand.

We call attention to the advertisement
of B. Wynhoff in this issue. Mr.

Wynhoff has a very fine China Tea Set
which will tie given to some one of the
Pay the printer, that when you are ready
caught 108
purchaser of baking powder at his store.
to depart for brighter fields, you may go

Judge Montgomery, and

Noby Straw Goods and

Common Council at a special session held last Wednesday evening.

their

past week was Mr. H. Walsh, who caught,

special committee on water works,

Erannach & Bach,

reported to the

Jacob G. Van Zanten and wife
successful fishermen of the

The

report crops In their locality

been caught by the gueats at the Park.

Among the

Weber, Fischer, Decker & Son,

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

Pitts,

Machines,

-^-consisting of-*-

Macatawa

of this city.

proprietor, says that business is good.

-‘-Dealerin-

DRY GOODS, Sewing

Ald. John A. Ter Vrkb, who has been

Last Sunday our two weeks of pleasant
weather was broken by a refreshing and

Have received a new stock of

NOTIONS, ETC.,

It is dog days but our dogs still go un-

Mum Anna

GEO.
'I T.
II McCLURE

Dakota.

Large numbers of our

town house in Holland town

Ml

4

a graduate of

special township meeting will be

held at the

PMl

ffi

Hope Colintends making his future home In

visiting lege,

friends in this city.

A

A.

another

Holland, Mich., May

Now

Estey, Chase,

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

is

10,

& Fallow,

Tailor

1883.

the chance

OPl.GrA.3Nr

s

white>basslast Wednesday in two hours
and

a half at

The Grand Haven
suit on its

Lake

hands.

geon, but like one

Herald has a

libel

Patrick Lee, of Spring

and

asks for

damages. The Herald is

in luck.

is the injured party,

$10,000

“no as the quarry slave, whipped to his dun-

Macatawa Park.

drappery of

down

his

couch about him and

to pleasant

The Star

who wrappeth the
lieth

dreams.

Mills of Fillmore,Messrs.

The Buffalo Express of Aug. 4, contains running to their full capacity. We are
a lengthy and very complimentaryac- informed that the flour manufactured by
count of the shore work being done in this mill is now of a superior quality and
Buffalo by Messrs. R. Kanters & Sons, of much better than was at first expected.

-

street with a bright

side, when the

•

hush!" said the

fellow cried out,

an

—

Knight L.

8. Graves, of this city,

visited Detroit last Tuesday and Wednes-

day as a representative of Cresent Tent,
No. 68, Knight of the Macabees, at the

order. ^

Annual Grand Review of the Great Tent
of that

Last Thursday Jan Scholten, a very'
aged resident of
in bis

this city,

was found dead

bed by the people with

boarded. The coroner was
did n6t deem

whom

he

notified but

it necessary to hold

ant iny
in^

quest, as death resulted from natu
tuan
causes.
It

|to

the

D. D., professor of Greek

Is

been asked to

prevulioghere.

acre.
or

not yield
twelve bushels
^

Saginaw, is the orator. Members from

in Rutger’s Col-

lege, Trenton, N. J., has

J, Flieman

It is rumored that a wedding will take
old store, opposite the post office, on yes’place in this vicinity shortly. This will
terday. They have a largo stock of goods
serve to vary the monotony of our otherand claim that they will sell 25 to 30 pcj wise routine existence.
cent less than wholesale cost. Give the]
Mr. F. Lyon intends putting up a saw
a call.
mill and a brick yard in our place this
fall. He has bought a piece of ground
The fifth annual reunion of the Udion from Mr. Frank Marsac, containing a fine
oldiers’and Sailors Association of Alle- bed of clay, which will also serve as a location for a saw mill. Mr. Lyon is an enan County will beheld at the fair grounds
ergetic business man and we wish him
n Allegan on Tuesday and Wednesday, success in his new undertaking.
August 28 and 29. Hon. R. G. Hoar, of
Jerry.

C. Cooper, army societies, are expectedto be present.

Last Tuesday morning Mr. James
Huntley commenced work on the new

chased by the city

from Mr. R.

Kanters.

ing.

Gall

_

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a line of

In the specifiedtime.

1GGI1S

A.3ST3D

Mr.

J.

Dm

Hebdkk has been confinedto

Open and Top

Buggies,

SPRIIOAGON

WORKS.

^

J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 14, 1883. 20- 1

ill, *** UI1U

Whilk

1

lili

u, vu,,

—^ealere in—*—
Mr. W. Van

Den Bosch and Rev. Fles
Monday morning

were driving out of town last

DRY GOODS,
GROCERIES,
NOTIONS

CROCKERY.

NEW

FRESH, GOODS

Orools-ery
BUTTER

.

•their rightful owner.

* -

'

We

Some of the "Soldier Boys" of

.....

had a very pleasant ride on Maca- intend attending the Annual Reunion of

tawa Bay last Thursday afternoon in a the Soldiers’ and Sailors* Association of
tow boat, the result of not being in time Southwestern Michigan, which will be
steamer.

brown color, or deep black, at may be desired.
By Its use light or red hair may be darkened,
thin hair thlokened,and baldness often,
though not always, cured.
It cheeks falling of the hair, and stimolates a weak and siekly growth to vigor. It
preventsand cures scurf and dandruff, and
heals nearly every disease peculiar to the
scalp. As a Ladles' Hair Dreulnf , the
Vigor is unequalled ; it contains neither oil
nor dye, renders the hair soft, glossy, and
silken in appearance, and impartsa delicate,
Mr. C.

P.

B.

Godfrit

reports considerable sick-

OAXili

ness.

Thr Grangers are to have a Harvest dance on

IS,

the 23d, so report soys.

»

nearly bald. I used part of a bottle of
AvBR'a Hair Vigor, which stopped the falling of the hair, and started a new growth. I
have now a full head of hair growing vigorously, and am convinced that but for me
use of your preparation1 should hare been
J. W. Bowek, proprietor of the McArthur
(Ohio) Enquirer, says : "Ayer’s Hair VIGOR
is a most excellent preparation for the hair.
I speak of it from my own experience.Its
use promotes the growth of new hair, and
makes It glossy ana soft. The Vigor is also

a sure cure for dandruff. Not within my
knowledge has the preparationever failed
give entire satisfaction."

to

celebrated " Fair bairn Family " of Scottish
Vocalists,writes from Boston, Mass,, Feb. 6,
1880 : "Ever since my hair began to give silvery evidence of the change which fleeting
time proenreth, I have used Atkr's Hair
Vigor, and so have been able to maintain
an appearanceof youthfulness—a matter of
considerable consequence to ministers, orators, acton, and in fact every one who Uvea
in the eyea of the public."

Mrs. O. A. Prescott, writing from U Elm
8t„ Charlestown, Mats., April 14, 1682, says :
" Two yean ago about two-thirds of my hair
came off. It thinned very rapidly,and I was
fast growing bald. On using Ayeb’s Hair
Vigor the fallingstopped and a new growth
commenced, and in about a month my head
was completely covered with short hair. It
has continued to grow, and Is now as good as
before It fell I regularly used but one bottle
of the Vigor, but now use it occasionally as
a dressing."

We have hundreds of similar testimonials
to the efficacyof Ayer's Hair Viooe. It
needs but a trial to convince the most skeptical of its value.

Potatoes,

PREPARED RY

AND
SEE TJS.
PETER 8TEKKTBE A

Holland, Mich., Jnly

perfume.

Brichkr writes from Kirby, 0..
: “ Last fall my hair commenced

July 8, 1682
failing out. and in a abort time I became

Seeds, etc., etc.
Dr. B.

believe we will try held at St. Joseph, on Wednesday, ThursMr. J. L. Handt has returned from the East
the same thing over on some other oc- day, and Friday, Aug. 22, 23, and 24. and is looking “tip top."
The main feature of this reunion will be
casion as it was really enjoyable.
Farmers are preparing to put in the nsual acrethe poor crop this
recommend the same means of reaching the encampment. The camping grounds age of wheat, notwithstanding
will be located on the bluff overlooking
\
z home to our readers when they are sandLake
Michigan
and
is a very pleasant and
Ws are nearly as much in need of rain as w\
wiched between two evils, that of walking
beautifullocation. On Thursday the pub were a few weeks ago In need of dry wcathcry,
home, or waiting for the late boat.
Corn and potatoes are suffering.
lie exercises will take place. We hope the
Farmers have commencedthreshingand the
Last Tuesday, according to prevlou "boys" will enjoy themselves.
whistle of the steam thresher is heard In every
notiee given, the Kerkhoff property was
direction. Wheat is yielding very poorly. Oats
Last Thursday morning the revenud are good.
ao'd at administrator’s sale at the family
residence on Sixteenth street. The ten c litter, Andrew Johnson, called in at thia
A umi skirmish occurred In our village last
Acres lying east of the residence was pjrt for the purpose of making the final Wednesday night, the canse being too much whisbought by one of their neighbors,Mrs. pmparationsfor establishing a life saving key. The only cause for regret seems to be that
the partieswere not allowed to have it oat.
Vanden Berg, the consideration was $900. sVition at our harbor. The boat steamed
“H.”
town to Harrington’s Dock and our
The farm lying a few miles north of this
pie were notified. It was soon learned,
city, containing 60 acres, was sold to John
Hamilton Items.
owever, that Senator Congor was a guest
Lisman and C. A. Dutton, the considerJ Hon Mills is now running to its foil capacity
on board the cutter. Large numbers of and {a making some excellent floor.
Ation being $800.
our citizens gathered at the dock to view
Th« brick yard men, Meeera. Coaling A Smith,
Last Wednesday morning burglars en the boat and to become acquainted with have turned oat eome very fine, can't be beat,
tered the residence of Mr. E.J.Harrlngtonl the Senator. About fifty persons from “brick. The brick are of a nice red color.
for the

and EGGS.

Eggs; alto will buy Grain,

HudsonvilleItems.

this city

youth, faded or gray hair to a natural, rich

Mr. Argus Fairbairk, leader of the

and Grand Rapids. It is expected I The members of the band while playing their horse became numanagable and in a short
that the line will he completed by next (Jn the street last Wednesday evening time broke loose from the buggy. Mr. Van Den
and
week. The next thing to be done in this were very much annoyed by many of our Bosch was thrown out and slightlyinjured, but
conopction, will be the establishing of a people driving around and past them in Rev. Fles was unharmed.
Last Wednesdayafternoon the gang of workAs we have just started in business In
local exchange, which we hope to seciy1 carriages, creating so much dust that it
men settingposts for the telephonewire passed in Ibis city, we have on hand
the near future.
was almost impossible for them to play. through this town. They expect to have the line
The "boys" are trying hard to maintain in completeworking order the latter part of next
Last Saturday one of the gentlemen
a creditablemusical organization in our week. Our telephone office will, in all probability, of the best quality, and we will sell them
campers at Macatawa Park visited this
be at the Post Office.
at current market prices.
city, and appreciate the interest shown by
city for the purpose of purchasing"spring
Two
drunken
men
were
seen
swaying
along
the
our people in listeningto their music, and
Our stock of
chickens."The g. claims to have got
sidewalks of our peaceful village last Wednesday
realize that the trouble on Wednesday
evening. Lncky for thsm, however,that w apthe chicks but that someone borrowed
was entirely unintentional.They trust, preciate ''horns tafenf'andcould overlooktheir
them. If the chickens are ever “caught
however, that this mention of the "dust” shortcomingsin the complicatedperformance of Is complete and we sell at bottom figures.
up with" the finder will please leave them
question will he sufficientto prevent any walking. Rad they been outsiders they might
At this office,claim reward, and rest as
have obtained safe lodgings.
further annoyance In that respect.
eured that they will be restored by us to
We will pay market prices for Butter and

city

restores, with the gloss and freshnessot

entirely bald."

the

be able to resume work in his bankingoffice in

AYER’S
Hair Vigor

agreeable, and lasting

few days.

poles for the telephone line between this

II

THIS

BATH PLATFORM

.ung fever, but is improving rapidly and hopes to

and began to put up

f

ALSO AGENT FOR

the work and Mr. Huntley has the push
Last Tuesday a large gang of men ai% an(j energy t0 complete the building with
city

and will not be undersold by anyone.

A sevbn year old boy of Mr. Languia'broke *his
arm by falling from a wagon last Monday morn-

leuso for a week past on account of an attack of

rived in this

Better wagon in everyway,

Zeeland Items.

A large number of men are employed on

position.

Offers bis superior made wagons Just as cheap*as
anybody self them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

And a nice assortmentof Boggles for Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

Judoiho from the way our villageauthoritiesset
fill the chpir of philosophy at the State
|bout cleaningand enlarging gutters,wo would
City Hall that is to be erected in this city
University at Ann Arbor, left vacant by
ay that they expect another such a flood as wo
this
fall on the property recently pur1 a few weeks since.
the death of Dr. Benjamin Cocher. It
is also reported that he has accepted the

17-ly

fun

in this vicinity will

neighboringGrand Army Posts, and local

D.

rumored that Rev.

is

Mich., opened a general store in Bosman’s

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
and terms before purchasingelsewhere.
GEO. T. MoULURB,
Cor. of Eleventhand River streets,
Holland, Mich

God only knows what

fever and ague

Wheat

Paimcrs.

to yet."

Lester & Wolf, merchants,of Otsego, on an average, over ten
Sir

make

W est Olive Items.
The

for

"Oh

editor.” Hush!
"don’t

father,

of the poor man,

you may come

promenading the

faced little boy at his

little

papa, there goes

Fairbanks& Lowing proprietors,are now

this city.

A gentleman was

Dr J. C. Ayer &Co.y Lowell, Mail.
Sold by all Druggists.

CO.

1838.

7-ly.

We

We

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

season.

Otto Breyman
-Dealer in-

, y

^
/

-

-

-

oftwo and four o’clock, t this city accompanied her on her return

Chas. Bctlbr has commencedshippingsome
The entrance was effected through the atrip to the harbor, where the final plans of hla excellent peachea. He baa also purchaseda
mosquito netting of one of the windows were made as to the location of the build- Palmer Wind Mill of L. T. Kanters, of Holland.
on the lower floor. They proceeded to ngs for the station. In a conversation Mias J. Schravrsamdi, of Holland, has been
canvassing throngh this vicinitywith a receipt for
the sleeping apartments of Mr. and 'Mrs.
dwith Senator Conger he expressed the canning fruit. We are nnable to ugr with what
Harrington, where they took Mrd ttliet that Holland harbor would, and access she met.

between

the hours

Harrington’s clothes, ransacked
pockets of his

pants,.

the

and obtainedabout

bould be, quite an important harbor on
the east shore,

and we have no doubt but

Odr

priae to

many

elae

West

yfl pleased with/fie "Uy
town. The offleprtand men

wm

burglar proof/ out” of our

All partim indebted,to the anderaigned
are requested to make aatisfactoiyaettle-

«lew obtaIoed4a to who thwiurgUr wm,

Jobuaon are orderlytmd are perfect ment within 80 days from date, after that
time I shell give ell unsettled claims into
gentlemen/ and the pdblic wars shown
the hands of • collector.
over thyboat with {great deal of courtesy
Dku R. Mibvos.

and ha wtJFprobab^yotvy ba overtaken,

by

have
ample protection.The* by* beet no
but

who

wili hereafter attempt

to

of the

them.

‘

Holland.

Mich.

88-tf.

Jewelry. Watches,

DIAMONDS,

fin-

ished and completed.
Silnmn, Plattlnn, ui Fuej Book

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

1

en«aged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that our work can be warhave

H.

ranted.

Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash,

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.
;

made and

All the floods
to

are warranted

bejust as represented.

I will

also keep on band a foil Una of

V}

SPECTACLES

furnished.

in

of our citiiena who had be- seemed to be

«an to think our city

kinds of buildings

all

station agem, Mr. Dennis Ketchaa. baa

sent In hta resignation to the Chicago and

what, in the course of a few yean, a Hap< Mich. R'y. Mr. Ketcham has resided In onr place
for two yean and wa shall be very sorry to see
good order. Mr. H’s clothes were returned bor of Refuge will be located here^’he
him itave.
to him. TbU* burglary was quite aaur- (Senatorla a very genial gentlef^wrand

$150 in money, leaving everything

Estimates given for

—and
Office and shop

on

River Street,

near the corner of Tenth

a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Street.

Come add examine our atoek. No
JAS.
Holland. Mar

>7.

HUNTLEY.

1881.

trouble to ahow Goode.

0.
17-4f

Bollard, Mich., Jan.

1,

BREYMAN.
1888. 48-1?

MILTON'S LAST I'OEK.

man with what these practical He would try the world again, and he ing what she was and what
women called a nonsensical, romantio laughed as he thought how he would Chicago Inter Ocean.
affection,and they had no patience astonish the people.

I am old and blind I
point at mo a* smitten with God'a frown,
Attiictedand desertedby ray kind;
Yet I am not cast down.

Men

with her. Others honored her for her
faith in her husband and for her affec1 am weak; yet dying,
tion, although they doubted not for a
i murmnr not that I no longer nee;
moment that Tony Hardscrabblewas
Poor, old and helpless,I the more belong,
guilty as charged. The wife and her
Father supreme, to Thee.
boys and girls kept close to their home,
Oh, merciful One!
When men aro farthest, then Thou art most grieving as for a father and husband
near;
dead. After a few weeks Mrs. HardWhen men rasa coldly by— my weakness shun—
scrabble was seen abroad, then at the
Thy chariot I hear.
county seat, and then, wonder of wonders
Thy glorions fa^o
—this woman, who had never been a
Is leaning toward me, and irs holy light
mile from home since her marriage,
f-hlnos upon my lowly dwelling-place,
And there is no more nigat.
went to the State capital. Few of the
men would undertake such a journey.
On bended knee
Tony’s wife received the complimentof
mo
being a plucky woman. In due time a
Thyself—Thyselfalone.
notice appeared in th# county paper
I have nanght to fear.
that an application would be made for
This darknessIs the shadow of Thy wing|
the pardon of Tony Scrabble. This
Beneath it I am almost sacred ; here
Can come no evil thing.
the people deliberatelyand emphatioally frowned upon, and comparatively
few signed the petition, although it was
Hardscrabble's Wife, presented to every man in the neighborhood by Mrs. *H. herself.
Everybody was now talking about
How She Earned the Ri?ht to Hare
Tony’s wife. She was constantly goHer Own Way.
ing. There weie hints that she or her
Tony Hardscrabblewas carpenter, lawyer had found new points of eviblacksmith,mender of tubs and barrels, dence. During the year she went to the
and JackfOf-all-tradesfor the rural Governor twelve times with her plea foi
neighborhood in which he lived. His pardon, and was met with refusal every

^

iiTSMl

KWnMKiht

Tony

The shop was open the next morning,
and Tony was at work. How his veins
swelled over the motion of a free man
The story had been told and retold,
and Tony was the hero of the hom.
Everybody had something to say about
his wife. She was clearlv (judging
from the evidence offered, wliich Tony
accepted without question) the best
woman in the neighborhood, and Tony
was very proud ot her.
For a few weeks affairs moved in the
old way at Tony’s. Then, one Sabbath, there was a departure.Tony and
his ’wife and children went to church.
This was their first appearance, and
Tony was complimented. He declared
they needn’t make any fuss over him.
He didn’t care anything for church, but
his wife did. She had remained at
homo a good many years to please him,
and now he was attending church to
please her. He was a hard case himself, but he wanted his childrento be
like their mother, and he guessed they
would be anyhow. But he was going
help her now: And then Tony would
drop his voice
“Just think of it! She made nineteen
trips to get me out of that scrape, and
spent $'J5, all of which money she
scraped together herself. By jinks, I
get to thinking about it sometimes when
I am at work, and I pound a horseshoe
all to flinders before I know what I am
!

:

PITH AND POINT.

she is.—

to the

A min of probity— The surgeon.

Children of a Journalist’s Brain.
The donkey never suffers from softThe so-called “Azteo Children,” once ening of the bray in.’
exhibited by Barnum, were first
An organ-grinderis not the architect
brought to this country by a Spaniard, of his own' four-tunes.
who had purchased them from a tribe
It is at the quilting "bee” where you
of wandering Indians in Honduras. He
hear the stinging remark.
arrived with them in New Orleans,
Pictures of fancy are to be found in
early in 1856. At that time the New
a frame of mind.— T/te Drummer.
Orleans Picayune had on its editorial
A mellow drammer— A well-soaked
staff Mr. James E. Otis. The enterprising Spaniard requested Mr. Otis to tipster.— Ba/fimore Every Saturday.
write up a notice of the two curious
Some men? vas alvays like der keychildren. Mr. Otis spun off over one- hole on der'back of a clock. Dhey vas
half a column, in which he reviewed behint time. — Carl Pretzel.
the history of the Aztec tribe of Mexico,
A man paid his dentist $6 for pulling
descibed minutely the appearance of the out only two of his teeth, and on his
children, and concludedhis article by way home he met a friend and got on
declaring that they were the sole sur- the wrong side of an argument with
vivors of the once-powerful Aztec race. him, and he kindly knocked out the
The children were named the Aztec balance of them for ndthing. — Carl
children and no one save their owner Pretzels Weekly.
and Mr. Otis knew the true story of
Several fashionablechurches in
their lives. Immense success met
Northern cities announced that they
them wherever they were exhibited, and
are closed for the season. Fashionable
all over the country the now famous
religion cannot stand hot weather.
children were objects of daily discus-

"What it is going to do hereafter, in As
At the Royal AcademV, Berlin, a unacclimated state, only heaven knows.
—Texas Siftings.
long and hot discussionwas held as to
Hint for liars about the weather: “I
whether the children were genuine Aznever
remember anything like this seatecs, and two eminent professorsfrom
the academy were sent to Mexico to son for dryness. Three months withtrace the origin of the Aztec tribe. By out any raiu.” “Bah! That’s nothing.
sion.

which he made horseshoes, time. And she persisted.She went
farmers’ horses, sharpened out washing, went out in butchering
plowshares, made tables, doors, desks, time, worked even in the fields for
some means the two professors man- Now, in 1846, I remember, we didn’t
cupboards,bureaus, and occasionally money, and spent it in going to and
aged to find Mr. Otis, and about four have a drop of rain for eighteen
coffins ; in which he pounded away at from the State capital. People rea- doing. She’s a wonderfulwoman, sir, years after the story was written this months. — French.
wonderful pork and vinegar barrels, soned with her and tried to convince and she’s my wife. She can run the latter gentleman was surprised by a
As a matter of fact George Washingand tightened up dilapidatedold tubs her that there was no hope ; that all this boat to suit herself now, sir.”
visit from the professors, who explained ton sat down in the boat and held on to
Tony meant what he said. His wife’s the object of their cal). Mr. Otis, after the seat when he crossed the Delaware,
and casks ; this little shop was situated effort was worse than useless. She
at a point in the woods, where an old rarely made any reply, except to pro* individuality was the controllingone at a quiet laugh, confessed the joke, to but such a position would not make a
road crossed a new one, and was in tast that her husband was innocent, and the corners. In time there was carpet the disgust of the two searchers for striking tableau,and so the hero of the
olwi woulrl ivnxrnv*'' rncf linf ll allft liail
itself a queer, patched-np new and old she would never J rest until she had on the floors, and then, wonder of truth. The professors were astounded, ferry passed into pictorial history standbuilding.Tony owned no corner lots, proved that he was not guilty and until wonders to Tony ! a common but pretty but started immediatly for the academy ing.— Aeiu Orleans Picayune.*
but no one intruded upon him. His she had secured his release. The old pattern of paper on the walls. Tony at Berlin, where the hoax was exA cat has nine lives. But even that
to his wife. plained, and American journalism,and
little house, the gray hewn logs, divided ladies pronouncedher crazy, but their became Jaek-of-all-trades
doesn’t enable you to comprehend how
by seams of white plastering, seemed grandmotherly old eyes were tender as "Couldn’t ho make picture frames, journalistswere roundly denounced. you can hear her, or him, as the case
cozy and comfortable; and while the they said it, and they thought it was a brackets and other ornamental aud use- The Aztec children continuedto draw may be, spit and squall and yell in
shop opened on the road, the house shame that such a man as Tony Hard- ful articles for the house?" Ofcour.se large crowds, however, and probably few fifteen different places on the four shed
stood back among the trees. North, scrabbleshould have such a fine woman he could, and he took great delight in persons to-day are cognizant of their roofs and two fences at the same time.
south, east and west were neighbors for a wife. And while they praised the it. He couldn’t sit down and tell his real history.— iVew York World.
Alas! how weak a thing is science, after
wife, in words, how much he was surwithin a quarter or half-mile range, wife they abused the husband.
all!
Mrs. Hardscrabblehad been to the prised at her better self, nor how grate- Buying a War Tnrkey with Advertising
and the neighborhoodwas thickly setProf. Huxley holds that an acre of
tled. But no one saw the advantage of Governor’s office eighteen times, carry- ful he felt, nor bow much he loved her,
Bills.
good fishing ground will yield more
ing
each
time
some
new
atom
of,
evibut
he
could
work
it
out,
and
all
his
corner lots near Tone’s • shop,
food iu a week than an acre of the best
not even the speculators and dence, «ome new suggestion from her spare time was devoted to doing things My adopted State used to send us a land
will produce in a year. Huxley
horse
medicine
called
the
Mexican
lawyer,
some
fresh
concession
from
the
that he imagined she wanted done. Ho
wise
of the village three
mustang
liniment. Around each bottle evidently never tried catching fish himJudge
or
Prosecuting
Attorney,
an
adwas
simple
and
awkward
in
springing
miles distant, and Tony was sole resself. If he had ho would know that
ident at the corners, where he had a ditional name from the jury before his surprises on her, or in discovering of the liniment there was an advertising
one fish to each square mile of water is
card
printed
in
the
form
and
similitude
garden patch that did not flourishand whom the case was tried. She haunted what she desired, but the very simplicof a $50 bank bill. These bills were about the average nowadays.
the
Governor’s
office
and
the
offices
of
ity
of
his
action
made
his
acts
the
more
a family that increased rapidly. Tony
exceedingly like the confederate money
Two Philadelphia lawyers got into
had a fair skin where it showed above the prison authorities. She always had pleasant and touching to his wife.
color, while in finish and general a street fight. Each swore if he had a
Tony became proud of his house. He
his elbows and below the collar band of a personal interview, and aroused symmake-up they were actually Auperior'to pistol he’d kill the other.. At once a
his shirt (collar he disdained to wear), pathy even while her facts were consid- would shoe a horse with the old skill
that agile and somewhat gymnastic cur- dozen were offered to each by spectaered
unimptrtant.
She
went
the
nineand
carefulness
as
to
details,
and
would
but his face had a dark, grimy look.
tors. When they found how anxious
He was strong without being st mt, and teenth time with a sealed letter from talk as much while doing it, but now rency.
One day, as they were opening the populace was to get rid of each
was fond of displayinghis strengthand the Prosecuting Attorney. She was all the talk was about his own home;
prowess. His lace was that of a dar- received with the old smile at the Gov- and when the work was done he would a box of liniment, an Irishman, Patrick they swore friendship, aud vowed to
Sullivan by name, whose patriotism live forever, to spite the town.
ing, resolute man, and his neighbors ernor’s office, but waited patientlyfor maneuver to have his customer go in
mostly of the foraging and larLady— “But, Professor, how came
never took much comfort in looking at her interviewwith the Governor him- and look around, as he expressed it; was
cenions order, asked for “them Mexican
self,
who
had
almost
declined
to
see
would
take
him
in
to
show
him
a
new
it. Tony was a handy man, and as the
you to offend Mrs. Smith?” Professor
shkin plasters” and got them. Shortly —“Ah, iVill tell you. Mme. Smit she
country people said, was not afraid of her. Her letter produced astonishing flour-barrel he had made, or a new ratwork. He never received much ready results. The Prosecutor withdrew the trap, when all the time he meant to after this, as were passing a farmer’s come to me and she say I do vant my
money, but he got his pay in shape of charge. The real thief had been ar- show him the paper on the walls, the house, I saw a fine, large turkey sitting daughter to sing so high as Mees
on the sill of the window that bad once Brown, and she fly in one rage and say
corn or flour or pork, or money in good rested, and had submitted statements carpet on the floors,and the general
let the blessed sunlight into that faras dere is nosing low in her fa-mily,ven
time. The people who patronized him in regard to the theft that showed that features of bis cosy little home. He
Tony
Hardscrabble
had
not
been
conwas always inviting people to dinner mer’s parlor. Many were the wistful I sAy Mees Smit shehaf a low voice.”
did not neighbor with him, however.
They knew little about the family, but cerned. The affidavitsand other docu- now, too. He made a childish parade looks cast toward that nationalbird as
“No aunt,” said young Folkestone,
ho sat there’, solitary and alone, exceptthey inferred that Mrs. Hardscramble ments were inclosed with the formal of his wife and her accomplishments.
“I don’t get on well at all with Clara.
ing the farmer’s daughter, who seemed
had a hayd time of it. She was a good- recommendation for pardon by the This became a habit with him, and, unAnd, by the way, there’s one thing I
to be the turkey’s guardian augel.
Judge
and
Prosecutor.
They
joined
consciously,
people
encouraged
him
iu
it.
natured, round-faced woman, who was
don’t like. I’m afraid she puts chalk
Now,
we
were
out
of
turkey
just
then.
Tony was no longer a freebooter, and
always busy indoors, and who seemed heartily in praise of Mrs. Hardscrabble,
on her face.” “Oh, that’s nothing,”
Beside, I felt, deep down in my heart
to take great comfort with her children, and hoped the Governor, in view of the made no more raids on Sunday. He
replied Aunt Goodwin, laughing, “A
of hearts, that some patriot would steal
all of «rhich was a mercy, the good old persistent efforts of the woman, and in “hooked” no more roa.sting-earsor
nice soldier you would make, now,
that turkey before morning. That it
view
of
the
extraordinary
circumstances
watermelons.
He
carried
off’
no
more
women of the neighborhood thought,
If you can’t face
was, I suppose, combined with my wouldn’t you
as she had little comfort in her hus- of the case, would waive all formalities, rails, and was never accused of shootpowder,
George,
how
can you expect
strong natural liking for guardian angels
grant an immediate pardon, and allow ing other people’s chickens or hogs.
band.
ever to get into an engagement?”
As the improvements at the house of that particular age and sex, that led
Tony’s wife, in those days, did not the woman to take her husband home
Tourists and other victims of dyswith
her.
assumed
decided shape, improvements me to resolve to buy the bird.
make much of an impression in the
pepsia, take the advice of an old tar
Calling
up
Pat,
I
gave
him
a
$5
The proof of the man’s innocence was were inaugurated at the shop. The
neighborhood. People caught only
greenback and told him to buy the bird. and never go to sea, but buy a guideglimpses of her, but they knew she was so plain, the statements were so clear, rambling old building was straightened
Pat returned very shortly with the bird book, stay at home and commit enough
a comely woman. While other women that the Governor hesitated not to join up and brightened up, the fences wore
of its beautiful 30 cents a line puffs of
and
the bill.
of her age in the neighborhoodwere in the plan to surprise. the woman who made new, the garden flourishedin
“How
is this?” I demanded. “Did I bed-ridden hotels, aud regale your
had
so
worked
for
her
husban’s
release.
proper season, and an air of comfort
sallow and broken down, Mrs. Hardfriends with it upon their return from
not tell you to buy that turkey.”
scrabble was fresh, plump and strong. She was asked to wait a moment in the pervaded Tony’s corners.
some sequestered spot with their amia“And,*
be
gorra!”
he
replied,
"didn’t!
Tony went to church regularly, and
The face was attractive, but had little audience-room,and, sad and almost disbuy it; but the girl would not take ble country relations.— C7t tear/ o Cheek.
character ; and Tony’s wife was classed heartened, she waited while glad news always took the whole family ; and at
greenbacks, sor. She wanted ConIN AND OUT OF OFFICE.
flew
in
the
other
room.
When
the
church
he
made
much
of
little
things.
among the simple-minded drudges, and
federate money, and, be gorra ! I gave *0h, listento the water-wheel through all the
Governor
came
to
her,
he
held
in
his
Hedevoted
more
attention
to
keeping
his
was frequentlyreferred to as a woman
live long <my;
her one of those Mexican shkin plasters
who thought the world and all of hand a parchment, and unbent to say; children quiet than to the sermon. The and got the bird and $45 in greenbacks.” Your salary will stop about the time you lore
“Mrs.
Hardscrabble,
the
documents
children
always
had
their
pennies
to
put
your pay,
her children, but who had not an atom
— Muldoon Maj. H. A., in Philadel- The fellow at the ladder’s top, to liim all glory
presented
to-day
establish
your
businto
the
contributionbox,
and
the
day
of spirit. And'Tony was good to her.
goes.
phia Times.
And the fellow at the bottom is the fellow no
That was all people could say about band’s innocence. I thought you might the baby accomplished the feat of
one knows.
like to carry the pardon to him your- dropping a 5-cent coin in tjie box
Tony’s wife.
No good are all the ‘had beens,’ for in ctuntry
Clocks of Strange Deviccinent.
without
grabbing
for
the
other
coins
self.
Here
it
is,
and
I
only
hope
he
is
and in town,
Toby had never .been seen at church.
Among the quaint old treasures of Nobody cares how high you have been, when
already in, was an hour of triumph for
He had certain loose ways and inde- worthy of his wife.”
once you have come down.
The good woman’s face trembled like Tony. There was something pathetic strong aiyl stately Bolton Castle, there
pendent notions that the |)eople did not
When once you have been President, and are
a very fair clock, with the motion
was
her
own
baby’s
when
about
to
cry.
She
about
these
little
oddities
that
appealed
President no more,
like. He considered that there was no
You may run a farm, or teach a school, or keep
harm in taking a mess of roasting ears dropped on her knees, caught the Gov- to all the tenderness there was in peo- of the sun and moon, and other concluu countrystore.
sions.” What these last may be, is not No one will ask about you, you never will bo
from any man’s con. field whenever he ernor’s band and covered it with kisses, ple’s hearts.
tated
she
had
often,
in
her
loneliness,
missed,
In
time
Tony
would
have
been
inas
wanted them. He thought the carryThe mill will only grind for yon, while von
In
the
grand
old
French
mansion,
kissed
her
baby.
Then
came
an
outdignant
had
any
one
asserted
that
he
ing off of some fine watermelonsfrom
supply the xmt."—jiurlinvtun Hawkey*.
was not a member of the church. Ho “painfullysecluded and lonely,” Mary
some old farmer’s carefully-guarded pouring of thanks.
He
was on his knees before her, aud
“Your husband is innocent. I do wasn’t clear in his mind as to when he Stuart was for a time “a queenly-pristruck -patch was good sport. He would
with
a voice fcrenfulous with passion ho
take a fine walnut rail from a fence my simple duty. No thanks are due “joined,” but new customs had crept oner-guest;”and “it is suggestivelycon- said : “Nothing shall separate tis ever*
into his home, new thoughts into his sidered that many of the long and
whenever he needed seasoned walnut me.”
more, my darling! For your sake I
“But I must thank some one.”
mind, and new sentimentsinto his weary hours of her exile were counted
lor frame- work in his shop. He shot
will beard the lion iu his den— I will
Then, clutching the pardon, she flew heart. People said there was a great out” upon the dial of this “odd, yet
game in and ont of season, on Sunday
face death on the battle-field! 1 will
as well as work-days. He had been to the penitentiary. In less than an change of heart, aud as Tony was proud comely time-piece.”
skim the seas ! I will endure all hardhour
she
was
dragging
her
dazed
and
Account
is
given
“of
so
brave
a
gift,”
of the evidences of such a change, the
accused of shooting*fat, young hogs,
ships, all suffering, all misery!” He
and wringing the necks of other peo- awe-struck husband through the Capitol people were probably right. The move- sent early in the thirteenthcentury to paused and looked eagerly at her, with
corridors to the Governor’s office, to ment, with Tony, was steadily pro- Frederick II. by the Sultan of Egypt;
ple’s chickens, but only accused. He
his whole soul quivering in his eyes.
gressive. Ho groped blindly at first, this wonderful “horologium resembled
would take his boys and go on nutting present him to that officer.
“Will you do all this for the sake of my
Tony
was
overwhelmed
by
conflicting hut in time the resolution of the man a celestial globe, in which sun, moon,
expeditionson Sunday, and always had
love?”
said she, gazing earnestly at
an abundant supply of wild grapes, and tremendous emotions. He was and his versatilityof talent showed in and planets moved; being impelled by him. “Yes, yes— a thousand times yes!”
free. His wife had done it. He knew good works.
weights aud wheels, they pointed ont
berries, nuts, plums, etc. He ww the
“And if we get married” (here she
that. She had held the pardon under
He was now spoken of as Mr. Hard- the hour— day and night.”
treeboter as well as the Jaok-of-allblushed
slightly) “will you get up first
A hundred years later, w’as a timetrades of the neighborhood, and was his eyes, and he had taken her in his scrabble,and ho neighbored with all
and
light
the fire?” With a shriek of
arms, and had given her the first the people/ He didn’t get above his piece, ranking, for cunning workman•considered a suspicious character.
genuine, full-meaningkiss of his life. work, but he took his work up to a ship, above all others then known in despair he fled.
So when it was announced that Squire
Prim’s house had been broken into He had always liked her and had always higher plane. Mothers never objected Europe, “showing various astronomical
If infants’ bands knit of Saxony yarn
and over $1,000 in money taken, and been kind to her, as he understood now to their sons lounging about Tony’s phenomena.” — Good Cheer.
are knit with the old-time “garter
kindness.
But
he
had
never
known
her. shop. The boys liked to be with Tony,
that the smoke-house had befcn broken
stitch,” and then when of the desired
Brown paper is very useful in house- length are sewed together, they will
open the same night, and that the hams She pulled him along as though he and even the men were glad when cirand shoulders taken had been found were a boy. She, who had never been cumstancesmade it necessary to go to hold decoration. Pretty screens of not shrink when washed, or at least
coarse grocer’s papers, painted in oils, will not be so likely to shrink much.
buried in the woods near Tony’s house, a mile from home, knew the Governor. the shop.
no one was surprised.'Tony was ar- This, to Tony, with his prison experi- The great change in Tony’s life was are often used. An old wooden mantel- Be careful to make a very flat seam
ence before him, was a tremendous at first attributed to the reformatory piece may he covered with this coarse
rested, had a preliminary examination,
where the ends are joined.
influence of prison discipline. But, in paper and painted roughly, bnt most
was bound over to court, could not pro- fact. What would happen?
The Governor took him by the hand. good time, people saw with clearer effectively, with pink and white foxcure bail, and was sent to the county
Curtains are draped much higher
“Now, my man, I am glad this is as eyes. He commenced living a better gloves and leaves or with red poppies.
jail His trial came off in dfte time, he
than they used to be. It is no longer
was convicted and sent to the peniten it is. And I am glad that you have life, not so much as a matter of con- Paper can be only a temporary decora- considered essential that they shall
such a wife. Try the world again, and viction as to' 'please his wife. Under tion, but in country villages occasions
-tiary for five years^ People were agreed
meet low down, but it is good form to
this influence his convictions were often arrive— such as impromptu fes•that ho got what lie deserved,but they 1®* me ^ear ^r?m J011tie them back so that one mayddbk ont
•were sorry for his wife. She was left' That night Tonv Hardscrabble's chil- reached and the man was aroused. He tivities, church sociables -and weddings of the window, or so that a small table
"With'six children, and it wa&,too bad. dren. clambered about him and awoke liked, the better life and. clung to it.- — when a -speedy decoration is' most may be placed close to the window.
M*
The people now nhderstan'dthat the inn valuable.
. v .* ..
; Many of the good womep of the neigh- in him a hundred new sensations. He
strument
used
to
wdrk
the
great
change
A
Montana
Chinaman
bought
a
Piegan
* borhood could hot 'find it in their hearts had never seen such a pretty baby, suoh
For ordinary woodwork use whiting wife for two sacks of musty flour, Her
to help her, as she persisted in assert- sweet little girls, such well-formed in Tony Hardscrabble was his wife, and
ing her husband’s innocence. She clung healthy boya. And they were all his. they speak tenderlyof her, remember- to rub the dirt off, and ammonia.
pappoose was thrown
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CRUELTY TO AMMALS.
The Horrible Sufferingsof the

Cuttle on

the Plains.

The reported losses of 3, 4, or 5 per
cent, of cattle brand during.- winter

HdentiflcallyAccounted for, and Some Remote Cnuaea that Produce Painful Result* Explained.
7

_

Blood -Poisoning— An Alarming Discovery.

rTQBSAPoes.-

he following synopsis ot a lecture de-

is thankfully received by the livered by Dr. Horace R Hamilton before
Eastern owners.. It does not represent the New York Society for the Promotion of
a large loss of money. I do not l&Keve Science^contains so much that is timely and

storms

—•The weakest woman, smallest child,
and sickest invalid can use hop bitters with
safety and great good.
” —Old men

tottering around from Rheumatism, kidney trouble or any weakness
Vill be almost new by using bop bitters.

—My

wife and daughter were mnda
hop bitters, and I
recommend them to my people.— JuefAodiat Clergyman.
healthy by the use of

Ask any good doctor if hop
th* b«at family medicins
On earth.

new

_

ITEMS.

-“Ail your own fault
If you miuiu sick when you can
Get Hop B. tiers that uaver-ftiU.

that there has ever been a herd of cattle important that It can be read with both Inthe hard times is an article in proprf -tary not work, and I waa discouraged to an alarming dewintered on the plains, where no pro- terest and profit:
There is probably no subject of modem medicine which gives to every purchaser a gree. Nothing helped me. I waa prescribed for by
vision was made for food for them, that
times that has caused and Is causing greater full equivalent for his money. The rule of some of the best physiciansin New York dty, where
did not lose much more than the re- attention than the 'origin of tornadoes. this class of medicines is from 10 to 25 dose* I wu located ft that time, but derived,no benefit, or
ported loss/ I speak of stock cattle, -not Scientists have studied it, for the benefit of for tl, the beet only reaching 40i Mtasta relief. When almost ready to givs up in despair an
Co., take a
departure, acquaintanceaaid to me, 'I want you to try Hunt's
of bands of picked steers, and I would humanity;men have investigated it for the Hood
welfare of their families. It has been a aud In Hood’s Sarsaparillathey give 100 Remedy.'I did so. and hardly twenty-fourhours had
not believe the reports if all the cruel
vexed subjectlong considered, and through
for IL These, fapts deserve, the con- elapsedbefore I obtained relief,and is three weeks'
men who insure cattle on the range all this inves ligation the cycldne has swept does
siderationbf the sick. - also the ’Wellf for time *11 the aforesaidailments had disappeared,and
lying between the Rio Grande and across the laud carrying destruction to sci- they are liable to be sick.
I improved steadily, asd waa infused .with new life,
so that I could resui&e my ‘business again, which la
baskatchewanrivers swore to them. I entists as well as to the Innocent dwellers
Flush
times—
when
the
young
man
proin its track. One thing, however, is certain ;
one that subjectsme to strains of all kinds,which are
have known entire herds to be lost. the cause of the cyclone must be sought far poses
likely to affect the kidneys, namely : Erecting teleOf one herd of 1,000 beeves, not a away ;from the whirling body of wlna itself.
graph and telephone lines. Hunt's Remedy now
Essex
County.
Ya—
Mr.
James
R
Ml con, occupies the most-honoredplace in my cabinet of
single animal survived the winter of Its results are powerful; its cause must also
medicines, I would not be without it, and I cheer
clerk, says: "I have used Brown's Iron Bit1871 and 1872 in Kansas. No herd that be powerful Let us therefore consider a ters apd found it valuable for the purposes fully and heartily recommendit to all who are
troubledwith diseases of the liver, kidney or urinary
I knew of Ipst le& than 33 per centum,
oraans. It never fallsto core."
which it olairaa "
83 Centre Street.
and the majority of stockmen lost over
These spots,
A relic hunter— A fellow endeavoringto
TOWN CLERK FORTY-TWO YEARS.
76 per centum during that cold winter.1 a disturbed 'condition of the solar regions, catch a widow.
The following la fr6m Mr. Othncil Oaokr, the
In the spring of 1880 1 saw thousands necessarilyaffect the atmosphere of our
earth. An unusual generation of heat in
A man sufferingfrom debility and low of well-known and respected Town Clerk of Norwich,
of dead cattle and sheep lying on the one part of the atmosphere is certain to
appetite took two bottles of Hood's Sarsa- Conn. Mr. Gager is 89 years old, and has hel^l tills
banks of the Arkansas river. The num- cause a partial vacuum In another portion.
position of trust for 43 years, and hla word is as good
parllia, gained ten pounds and got well
ber of cattle lost during the winter of Air must rush in to fill this vacuum. Hence
as his bond. On May 5, 1883, he writes as follows:
The music of the roosteris not composed For years I have sufferedwith diseaseof the kidneys
|1880 was enormous; and the suffering the disturbances— hence the cyclone This
theory finds additional confirmation in the of crow-bars.
and bladder,and hare no hesitancyin recommending
!of the cattle that preceded that loss, fact that tornadoes come during the day
Hunt’s Remedy as a specific for these- complaints. It
jwhat of that?
Personal
I—
To
Men
Only!
and not at night The dark spots upon the
has not only been the means of relieving me of terri| No man of sensibilitycould possibly surface of the sun, whatever they may be,
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall. Mich., ble pain, but has cured a number of my acquaintseem
to
cause
great
commotion
in the
will
send
Dr.
Dye’s
Celebrated
Electrolenjoy money earned by the sufferings of
ances. To-day I am performingthe duties of the
atmosphereof the world, and it is almost
Belts and Electric Appliances on trial officeoi Town Clerk, wliich I have held for forty-two
[dumb animals committed to his care. certain lhat the extremtfy wet weather Voltaic
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
which I could not be able to do were I not in a
’Ownership of cattle implies more than of the present season can be accounted for are afflictedwith nervous debility,lost vi- years,
fair state of health owing to the use of Bunt’s Remon
precisely
this
ba
ia
Is
it
reasonable
to
'the pocketing of the profits of a herd,
tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing edy.’
that the marvelous effect of the sun
speedy and complete restoration of health
dt implies, imperatively implies, pro- suppose
upon vegetationand life In general shall be and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
active care of the animals.
less than upon the atmosphere itself t hrough No risk is* incurred,as thirty daya' trial is alI I have seen cattle during cold spells, which its rays come l1 Tne cause is remote, lowed.
iwhen the life-sustainingwater was ice- but the effect Is here.
“Put Up” at th© Gault House.
bound, gather around their accustomed After describing some of the terrible
The
business man or tourist will find
effects
of
the
cyclone,
the
speaker
went
on
watering-places and moan for a drink.
flrsi-class accommodatfonsat thd low price
to
say:
Some of these thirsty cattle, that were
of # and |2.70 per day at the Gault House,
too weak to search for running water, This rule finds its application in nearly Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
every department of lire. An operator is in
>ould stupidly stand around the frozen San Francisco— the click of the instrument This far-fumed hotel is located in the center
A SAFE AND SURE
;pools until they fell and died from in- manipulatedby his fingers, in New York. of the citv, only one block from the Union
Depot Elevator; all anpoinments firstREMEDY FOR
flammationof the stomach. I have The President makes a slight stroke of the
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
pen in his study at the White House and the
‘opened'some of these cattle, and in all
whole nation is aroused by the act An unSkinnt Men— “WellVHcalthRenewer" restores
’cases found the contents of their easinessand disgustwith everything in hfe,
Rheumatism,
health and vigor.curesdy«i>epsia, impotence. $1.
‘•stomachs highly inflamed.The sutfer- commonly called home-sickness is felt by
‘ings these poor creatures endured many people, when the cause is to be iound
For dyspepsia, indigestion,depression of
Neuralgia,
in the distant home thousands of miles spirits and general debility in their various
before death relieved them must have
away. An uncertain pain may be felt in the forms; also as a preventive againstfever and
been frighful. They w'ere crazy with head. It is repeated in other parts of the
Cramps,
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
pain. As dong as they had suflicient body. The appetitedeparts and all energy “Ferro-PhosphoratedElixir of Calisaya,*
strength to stand they attacked every is gone. Is the cause necefsarilyto be found made by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York,
in the head!1 The next day the feel ng inCholera,
and sold by all druggists, is the best tonio;
man who ventured near them.
creases. There are added symptoms. They and for patients recovering from fever or
I have seen cows so weak that they continue and become more aggravated
other sicknessit has no eaual ,
Diarrhoea,
staggered as they walked, give birth to The slight pains increase to agonies. The
Wells’ “Rough on Corns."— 15c. Ask for it
calves iu the most shelteredspots* they nausea becomes chronic. The heart grows
Irregular, and the breathing uncertain. All Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.
Dysentery,
could 'in their weak condition find.
these efiects have definite cause: and, after
After the exhaustionof labor they arose years of deep experience upon jhis subject
All our lady friends will be delighted to
and lovingly licked their offspring dry. I do not hes.tate to say that this cause is to hear that L L Cragin A Co. ,1 1H K 4th st ,Phila
This act performed they braced them- be found in some derangementof the kid- ai e giving first-class Piano Sheet Music, vocal
neys far away from that portion of the body and instrumental,gratia (No advertisingon
Sprains
selves and coaxed the calf to nurse.
in which these effects appear. But one may
it) Write for catalogue. Mention this paper.
Then, lying down, reaction occurred. say. I have no pain whatever in my kidney
AND
4‘BucHU-PAIBA.,’—
Quick, completecure, all
The first flush of maternity had passed, or liver. Very true Neither have we any
Bruises,
and they were unable to again rise. evidence that there is a tornado on the sur- annoying Kidney and Uriuary Diseases. |L
face of the sun; but it is none the less cerThe starving calves bleated pitifully tain that the tornado is here, and it is none
The habit of running over boots or shoes
around their dying mothers. In answer the less certain that these great organa of correctedwith Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners,
Burns
to the calls of their young, the dams the body ore the cause of the trouble alAND
“Rough on Rats"— Clears out rat*, mice, files,
repeatedly endeavored to arise. They though there may be no poim in their
roaches,bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunk*. 15a
vicinity.
Scalds,
were so weak th^t when they were
I know wheieof I speak, for I have passed
partiallv up they pitched forward on through this very experience myself. NearIN DYSPEPSIA
their heads. They struggled and ly ten years ago, I was the picture of health,
Toothacha
weighing more than iOJ pounds, aud as There is a sensationof faintneas, with distressIn the
struggled until their chins and fore- strong and healthy as any man lever knew.
stomach, and sorenessacross the pit of that organ,
AND
knees were skinned. They died trying When I felt the symptoms I have above de- originating in the pressure of the half-digestedfood.
to perform their duty. The brutes who Fcribed, they caused me anno vance, not Recovery is alow, but is much forwardedby Hood's
Headache.
live in log cabins that stand by the only by reason of their aggravating nature, Sarsaparilla, whidpsharpen*the appetite.
but because I had never feit any pain before.
FOB
SALE
BT
ALL
DRUGGISTS.
banks of creeks that flow through the
Invigo ration.
Other doctors told me I was troubled with
plains did not perform theirs. They malaria, and 1 treated myself accordingly. My wife became so debilitated that she weighed but
f 66
regret the loss of money that represent- I did not believe,however, that malaria 110 pounds. Since taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla her
ed the value of the cow. That was all. cou:d show such aggravated symptoms. It health la better. She now weighs ISO pound*.— 8.
never occurred to me that analysis would Wooduebbt, 105 Summer atreet, Boston.
Sere
Is it a matter of surprise that cowhelp solve the trouble,as I did not presume
Malaria.
boys are cruel and brutal ? It is but a my difficulty was located in tkat,portion of
I have been Bufferingmo*t of the winter with maOLIVET COLLEGE,
step from cruelty to dumb animals to the body. But 1 continuedto grow wor e.
laria and blood poison ; my physicianhelped me in a
I
had
a
faint
sensation
at
the
pit
of
my
murderous brutalitytoward unresistmeasure, but nothing permanent.I was urged to try
stomach nearly even’ day. I felt u great deing, because surprised, men.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and it has wholly eradicatedthe
sire to eat, and yet I loathed food I was
I think I hear it exclaimed that gen- constantly tired, and yet I could not sleep. disease.— Mbs. F. A. Lincoln,Chicago, HI.
Adrian College Allrian,Mlcl1- Five schooli.Bend for
Constipation.
circulars^tc., to DBBtephensJYes
tlemen who are noted for their human- My brain was unusually active, but I could
not
think
connectedly.
My
existence
was
Mr. Geobox K. Russell, proprietorof an extensive
itv engage in breeding cattle on the
a living misery. I continued in this conI 7rrite* P?«t*l to 142 Fulton Street. N. T*
plains. Do they? A man who delib- dition for nearly a year; never free from piper-millat Bellowa Falls, Vt.. says he has found
for circular of Ashley ElectricFloaters.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla the best remedy he ever used for
erately abuses cattle ; who buys a brand pain, never for a moment happy. Such an
constipation—the business man’s most serious afflicwith avowed intention of allowing a existence is far worse than death, for which Uon-And he would on no account be without it
Circularstree. VALENTINEBEOS* Janesville, Wls.
portion to starve, because it is cheaper I confess I earnestly longed.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
It was while sufferingthus that a friend
to lose some than to feed all; who for advised me to make a final attempt to reBold by druggists. |1 ; six for |5. Prepared ohly by
the sake of a pecuniary gain premed- coyer my hea th. I sneered inwardly at his C.I. HOOD & CO., apothecaries.Lowell, Mass.
itates a murderous act of cruelty to- suggestion,but I was too weak to make any
resistance He furnished me with a remedy,
Satisfactory
*
(O PAY.
ward unresisting animals,may'have the simple
'.Patent
yet palatable, and within two daya
J. W. Graham. WliolesaleDruggist of Austin, Tex*
**
w
m ya
ail? j « w sasri nsf
U
D. Ot
manner and speech of a^entleman.but I observed a slight change for the better.
writes:I have been handling Dr. Wm.Hall’a Balsam FuU IfiMrucUon$*n&
Hand-book on FaUntiuniSru.
a humane gentleman he is not— Frank This awakened my courage I felt that I forthe Lungs for the past year, and I have found it
would not die at that time I oontinued the one of the most salable medicines I have ever had in
Wilkuort
use of the remedy, taking it in accordance
my house for Coughs, Cords and even Consumption,
No Time Should be JLoMt
with directions, until I became not only re- always giving entire sstisfactlon.
Please seud me one
or inj ury entitles.Bounty, Bock Par* Increase
grois by Saturday’s steamer.
stored
to
my
former
health
and
strength,
When the tirat twinges of rheumatism arc felt
of f’ension. or DitclargaProcured.Horse claims
but
of greater vigor than I have before
paid. New Laws. A. W. MORGAN A CO., Pension
An effect nal means of counteractingIt is pre-'
Dr. Green’s OxygenatedBitters
knowa This condition has continued up to
Attorneys,P. O. Box, Tto, Washington, D. C.
sen ted in Hos tetter’s Stomach Hitters,avouched
the prevent time, and I believe I should Is the oldest and best remedy for Dyspepsia,Biliouson competent medicalauthority, to'be a reliable
have died as miserably as thousands of other ness, Malaria, Indigestion, all disorder*of the Stomspecifictor this disease. It eliminates from the
ach, and all diseasesindicatingan Impure condition
system, through its depuratingaction upon the men have died and are dying every dav had ot the Blood, Kidneys and Liver.
a pair of
it not been for the simple yet wonderful
blood, acrid impurities, to the presence of which
__ _ ___ ___ 1
in »
minutes.
It
will
also
knit
a
great
variety
of
fancyeminent medical huthors refer the pain and in- power of Warner s Safe Cure, the remedy I
Db. Rogkb’s Vegetable Worm Syrup instantly dework for which there is always ~
a ready
market. Bend
.......
flammatlon which attend this atrocious malady. employed.
stroys worms and removes all secretions.
for circular and terms to the Two mb! y Knitting
As obstinacy, no less than grievous pain, is a
The lecturer then deecribed his means of
Machine
•'
Co., 188 Tremont fStreet Boston. Mas*.
characteristic ot rheumatism, the preventive
named should be used at the outset to cneck its restorationmore In detail, and concluded as
NGINH AND BOILER FOB SALE.— Ws
further growth. Besides purifying the circula- follows:
15 to
have had
ad placed
pH
in oar
hands for sale an entdne
wr band*
tion, it helps to enrich It by ‘assisting
boiler (iOH.P:) and line shafting suitablefor a
My
complete
recovery has caused me to
____
prinUiur-ofttee.
_____
______
Also
one
!
POR8AITH
FOLDER, all in
digestion.The medicine is also used with
good condition.Will be sold veiy cheap. Can be seen
signal benefit for liver complaint, con- investigatethe subject more carefully,and C°M •M.vKY"’ ^T'ttuSto0-*50*
ir, Lowell, Maas.
in Milwaukee. CRAMER. AIKEN’S * CRAMER.
constipatlon,debility, nervous ailments and I believeI have discovered the key to most
kidney troubles. By renewing depleted ill-health of our modern civilizatloa I am
GENTS WANTED for the Best and Fasteststrength, and establishing regularity fully confident that four-fifths of the dis- _ Selling Pictorial Book* and Bibles. Prices reduced
in the more important bodily organa, ease'* which afflict humanity might be 88 per cent. National PublishingCo* Chicago,111.
it tends to fortify the constitution,
especially
avoided were the kidneys and liver kept in
against those forms of disease which the doperfect conditioa Were it possibleto conbilitatedare most prone to incur.
trol the action of the sun, cyclones could
undoubted! v be averted. That, however, Is
!
A Question of Temperature.
one of the things thht cannot be. But I reAn elght-horse^wwer tojrfne wito upright boiler,*
in ill
flrst-clas*
co
au
n i \ iaba lAfuiii
jiijj . Wail UC BUiU VCI/ C*1C*P* All
I heard, not long ago, a distinguished joice to say that it is. possible to control the
engine and boiler has Wen in use only four month
kidneys and liver; to render their action
physician remark at a commencement wholly normal, and their effect upon the
and can be had at a bargain. The boiler is core it
with ubestos covering,and engine perfect in evei
lecture: “Accustom yourself— by de- system that of purifiers rather than poisonparticular.Address G*o. F. Hexlt, Fort Wayne, Im
ers.
That
this
end
has
been
accomplished
grees if you must— to a temperature of
68 deg. Fahr., and, depend upon it. you largely by means of the remedy I have
named I do not have a doubt, and I feel It
will live the longer and enjoy life the my duty to make this open declaration for
The brilliant, fascinating
more.”
the enlightenment of the profession and for
tints of Complexion fol* which
It would have been amusing, had it the benefit of sufferinghumanity in all parts
ladies strive are chiefly artinot been proof of the evil decried by of the worldf
Kstabllahed,
1872; Incorpom
WO. For the Cure ofCaae*
ficial, and all who will take
the speaker, to see the smile of inTuaiors,Ulcers, ftcrof

A

.

HOME

TELEGRAPHIC MATTER.

Our latest corrcspoadenos. Hay 10. 1883, brinfs to
Half the people are sufferingand may die
from this fatal complaint.Diseases of the us the narrativeof Hjcnby B. Inobam, the General
kidueye and liver ;:re the principal causes Superintendentof the District Messenger Co* of New
As a cure we can only recommend German Haven. Coon. Mr. Ingram •ays: “For many months
Hop Bitten — Journal of Health.
I had been sorely troubled with n weak and tired
Sold by all druggists
feeling acrossthe loins, almost Invariably accompanied with a headache. I had noticed also that at
Insurance hath charms to move the sal- stated period* followingthese pains my urine would
vage breast
be highlycolored, tnd leave a heavy brick -colored'
A New Departure.—One good result of sediment when allowed to stand in the veasel. I could

L^_

Bitters are not

—Malarialfever, Agne and Biliousness^
neighborhood as soon as

will leave every

hop bitters arrive..

...

...

,.

*

•

,

. r-^My mother drove the paralysis and
neuralgiaall out of her system with hop
bitters.n—Ed.

—Keep

-i/

Omega Sun.

the kidneys healthy with hop
need not fear sickness.

bitters and yon

—Ice water is rendered harmlessand
more refreshingand reviving with hop bit-

:

PERRY DAVIS’

Paia-Kilk

class.

]

0US''K^

4

OH

Young

Men

ters in each draught.

—The vigor of youth for the aged and infirm in hop bitters!
—“At the change of

_

•

A
%

PATENTS
”” w

nothing equals

1

used. ,

bitters are

A timely * * * nieofhop
whole family
rear at a littlecost.

Bitters will keep a
In ruluut healtha

—To produce real genuine sleep
child-likerepose all night, take a little
bitters

on

retiring.

indigestion or stomach gns at
night, preventing rest and sleep, will disappear by using hop bitters.
—Paralytic, nervous, tremulous old ladies are made perfectlyquiet aud sprightly
by using bop bitters.

,

_____

_______ iv

knowledge of

Classics, Mathemntlcs^Law,
Science

'

PENSIONS

1

and

A thorough commercial course la also s festurs ot
the Institution.Bpedal advantages will, during the
coming year, be placed within the reach of those de-

study
LA W e
LAW.
Tax Minim
Iinim Departmentfor boy* under thirteenIt

siring to

.........

separate, f
sent free ot
C., Freak

Sollool Hf Art onfl0™ *°tr*
Conducted by SUters of tho Holy Cro**. The Ac»der
is thoroughin the Preparatory,Senior
.
Classical Grade*. Music Department, on the plan of
the best Conservatoriesof Europe, is under chaiye of
a complete coni* of teacher*. It comprise* a large
fuslc Hall and 28 separate room* for instrument*.
Itudlo modeled on the great Art Schools of Europe,
Drawing and Painting from life and the antique.
an I

l

Count

luilding
F. O.,

ImL

CNII IMiRE ALL (Ltt

FAILS,

u?tau£.8ra

SIS25:
1

and
hop

—That

C&aiSSSSSB.

Evidence.

life

Hop Bitter* to allay all troublsaincident
Thereto"
— "The best periodicalfor ladies to tako
monthly and from which they will reoeivs
the
e greatest benefit is hop bitters.
—Mothers with sickly, fretful, nnrsi
children,will enre the children
ron and
an benefi
2!
themselves by taking hop bitters daily.
—Thousands die annually from some form
of kidney disease that might have been prevented by a timely use of hop bitters.
—Indigestion, weak stomach,irregularities of the bowels, cannot exist when hop

.
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AMONG THE LADIES

CANCER
xsr«n*XTTJT
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•

credulity. the shrug of protest, the
shiver of dismay with which the cultivated audience met the earnest appeal
for lower temperaturein our winter
i homes. It is time that others than
• physicians and teachers of physiology
gave attention to this matter, it beini
undoubtedly the scapegoat upon whic
many evils, now borne- by less guilty
causes, shonld be laid. After being
accustomed to and requiringa temperature of 72 deg. or 74 deg., I am now
equally comfortable in that of 68 deg.,
with increased general health.— The
Continent.

Salt liberally sprinkledover a carpet
before sweeping will absorb the dost
and dirt, and
and bri
>ring out the colors as
fresh as

new.

A woman

standing at the front door

with a rolling-pin in her hand

is

a spectacle.

An overdue husband endeavoringto pass
her makes a pair of spectacles. —Carl Frettci

Vennor’s Prediction*.
Yennor's predictions so far have been
wonderfullycorrect He sav« 1882 will be
rememberedas a year of great mortality.
German Hon Bitters should be used by everybody. Sold by druggists.
To live without a purpose ia to lead a
restless,

unhappy life.

Warr exton, N. G— Rev. J. R G Barham,
says: “I used Brown's Iron Bitters. It is a
complete restorative,tonic and appetizer.”

The trade dollar

iUpar.

is

on orphan; it has lost

•

A good medicinal tonic with real merit, is
Brown's Iron Bitten.

the trouble may secure

them.
These roseate, bewitching
hues follow the nseof Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm— a delicate,

harmless and always reliable
article. Sold by all druggists.
The Magnolia Balm conceals every blemish, removes
Sallowness, Tan, Redness,
Eruptions,all evidences of
excitement and every imperfection.
Its effects are immediate
and so natural that no hnman
being ean detect its application.

Well Boring aid Rock DnUini

Vadni

ItVtry ProflUfilt I

i

SECRET

•

Wells'!^

Goring

-

-

and Skin Diseases, without
55? °f knite or loss or blood, and littlepaia

“SEITZ:

i

$25

to

$40

OftonJUdsI
endforOaUlotue.Address
LOOlilS

& NYMAN, TimtOHIft

C.N.U.

No. 33-83.

WHEN
WHITING TO ADVERTISERS,
.please say you saw the advertisement
In

this paper.

Like an Evil

Spirit.

in olden times it was thought that evil spirits came in through cracks
and keyholes. The generally approved way to keep them out was to plug
up the keyholes and stop the cracks with cotton. Notwithstanding these
preventive measures, the evil things had their own way and often came in
as tjiey pleased.

So comes malaria now-a-days. We try to keep it out of the keyhole
and it comes in by the crack. We stop up the crack, and lo ! it comes from
a leak in the plumbing, or an opening from some neglected drain, or from
some unsuspected source and unguarded direction.

We

cannot always keep malaria out, but we can give it battle and
systems. If Brown’s Iron Bitters is token in
time, maiaria has not a ghost of a chance. This is the great family medicine. Your druggist sells h, and you ought to keep a bottle in the house.
drive its effects from our

i

is rM«rred for th® Woman
OhrlNtUn Temp«rano« Unlaa.

This ipacA

W. &
Jfbr

DRUG STORE.

CLOSING OUT SALE!!

Kremers & Bangs,

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

Iniott.

3f.

th* HollandCU* Niwr.

Tha Blming of the Lord,

Whet

it

Xaketh Bioh.

charm there 1* in the word rich

•

There is not an other word
Tocebalary
grades

and

can to

that

"When

whole

in oar

more

the child

1 am a man

rich like inch a one,

I'll

-^—Specialties-**—

all claasea,

Seen

acei aa this.

•aye to himself

be

CENTRAL

a

hare

I'll

Pure Drugs,

car-

PATENT MEDICINES,

riage and bone* and lota of good things. ”

The young roan taxes bis imaginationto
devise a plan by which he may speedily
possess himself of great wealth. Even
those

who have great possessions are

is

re-

the blessing of the Lord

that maketb rich.

The

riches that

my

entire stock at

greatly reduced prices.

PERFUMERY,

My

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES,

ing forward to a time when they will have

alize that it

will sell

BRUSHES,

look-

greatly increasedtheir stores. Few

change my business and

I desire to

PAINTS,

stock of goods consists of a full line of

WHITE LEAD,

LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

come

MACHINE

from that source are the only ones that

OILS, ETC.,

give real satisfaction. The only ones that

The

are not put into a bag with holes."
city of

Omaha

is

placing into her treasury

a year. The rehigh license. "What a sum!”
You might say, "how our little city might
be embellishedby each an acquisition,”
you may at the moment almost envy her,
But: ' The Nsaiutgofthe Lmi, it maketb
rich. “Will the blessing of the Lord follow the money put Into that treasury.
Ninety saloons each paying the high

ninety thousand doilare
sult of

license of

i,000 a yeSr are pouring into

f

treasury this enormous

its

sum.

Is

Estate: Six hundred and
thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,
We are sole agents
the famous
twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth street,
“Tonsil’s Punch” Cigar.
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an
WINES & LIQUORS improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the city, on the
for Medicinal use.
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.
I

warranted strictly pure.

also desire to sell the following Real

for

Omaha

enriched with this constant influx of

money? Nearly all the saloonists pay
quarterly, making the quarterly flow of
wealth Into the treasurer of the

SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.

PARIS GREEN,

state to

Physician’sprescriptionsand family
recipes accurately prepared.

E.

CT_

H-A.E,E,I3STC3JX,03Sr3

KREMERS & BANGS.
Holland, Michv, May

26tb,

’83

HO

16-ly.

amount to nearly $32,500. Is not that
enough to enrich the town? We again repeat the saying of Solomon, "The bless-

ing of the Lord, it maketh rich.”

Do

you say, Is there not a blessing in receiving this enormous sum qua? terly." "Can-

not the city be embelished with

it,

the

night, cooling fountains be

made

WHO

heavenward, purifying

and refreshing the air?"
(To be Continued.)

RHEUMATISM CUBED.

Any one who has a taste for the beautiful will be more than delighted with the
choice illustrationswhich appear in the
August number of Brainard'cIllustrated
Musical World. Portraits of the lamented

young singer, Lltta, and Mathew Arbuckle
and correct likness of

Madame

A

18

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WILL
SEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

M. L. V. O.

the great cornetist deceased.

MICH.

SYRUP.

throw

to

ism,

LA.

Rheumatic iAMAtt

Library increased, streets illuminatedby
their sparkling jets

I,

superb

Julia Rive-

King also graces the pages. The usual

NEURALGIA CURED.

SCROFULA CU_1ED.

RorHBrtTR,N. Y.. Apr. 6th, ’83.
Port Byron, N.Y. ! eb. 20. '82.
Rheumatic Syrup to.:
Gents-I navo been a great RheumaticFyrup Co. :
I had been doctorin' f.-r tlireo
sufferer from Rheum ai tan for six
years, and hearing of the success or four years, with (Li<urontphyof Rheumatic Syrup I concluded sicians.for kcroftila, i .s some calto give it a trial in my own case, led It, but found no k iii-f until I
ana I cheerfully say that I have commenced taking y»»ur Syrup.
been greatly benefited by its use. After taking it a short time, to
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise,it began to help me.
from pain, and my general health ContinuingIts use a few weeks,
is very much Improved. It Is a I found myself as well as ever.
splendid remedy for the blood As a blood purifier, I think it has
no equal.
and debilitated system.
E.

CHESTER PARK. M.D.

miscellany and interestingarticles on musManufactured by

MRS.

WILLIAM STRANG.

RHEUMATIC SYRUP

Fairport,N. Y., March 12, ’8
RheumaticSyrup Co. :
G PUTS— Since November, 18&
I lisve been a constant sufferc
from neuralgia and have n<
known what it was to be fre
Irom pain until 1 commence
the use of RheumaticSyrup,
have felt no pain since usingth
fourth bottle.

remedy

I

think

It

the

be

have ever heard of ft
purifying the blood and forth
cure of rheumatismand net
W. B. CHASE.
I

nUgia.

CO., i Plymouth Avc., Rocheatcr, H. Y.

ical topics, correspondence,
news, reports

of teachers' associations, etc., will be enjoyed by all.

We

notice that charming

new song, "The Spider and the Fly,” and
a choice English

H.IWYKHUYSEN,

ballad. A fine piece for

dealer In—*—

piano and violin, and two good piano solos

make up the instrumental portion. Price
15 cents single copy; $1.50 per

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,

year. S.

Balng tha Oraat Cantral Lina, affords to travalara,by reason of Its unrivaled geographical position,tha shortest and beat routs between the East, Northeastand
Southaast, and tha West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literallyand strictly true, that Its eonneotlonaare all of tha prlnolpallines
of road between the Atlantlo and tha Pacific.
By Its main tins and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneseo, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois| Davenport,Mueoatlne,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dee Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa Olty, Atlantlo, Avoca, Audubon, Harlan, Quthrfa Center and Council Bluffs,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atohlson In Kansas, and the hundreds of cities, villagesand towns

Brainard's Sons, 136 State street, Chicago,
111.

A Great Discovery.
That

is

daily bringing joy to the

homes

of thousandsby saving many of their dear
ones

from an early grave.

King’s New Discovery

for

Truly is Dr.

Consumption,

intermediate.The

Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay

"GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

Fever, Loss of Voice, Tickling in the
Throat, Pain in Side

and Chest, or any

it Is familiarly called, offers to travalara all the advantages and comforts
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Feet Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
NEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES » a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON REDLININGCHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING CARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.

As

disease of the Throat and Lungs, a positive
at

cure. Guaranteed. Trial Bottles free

Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. Large size

$1.00.

In an article on dialecta;tn the NewYork Graphic, this illustrationof the
Southern use of the English language

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry,

is

THREE TRAINS eaoh way betwsen CHICAGO and tha MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS taoh way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,

etc., etc.

given: "How far |s it to Richmond?”

via the

I keep a

asked a man

in blue, durlqg the late War,
who sat sunning himself by
the wayside. "I t’ink, massa,” said the
uncle, "It’s about two gits and a go-by;"
and when the question was subsequently
asked of a white man with more or less

full

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

beat in the market.

of an uncle

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, hat recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette,

Prompt attention given to repairing.

and Ooundl

No trouble to show goods.

blue blood in him he said grandly, squirting some results of chewed tobacco out of

Watches and

his cadaverouscountenance, "Begawd,
sah, I ain’t no jography,bull expect, sah,
it’s

famous

line ol Spectacle*, which are the

Bluffs, St. Paul, Mlnnsapotlsand intcrmcdlata points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders,which may be obtained, as
well as Tickets, at all prlnolpal Ticket OfRoce In the Unlt^d Statca and Canada, or of

R. R.

Clocks1

CABLK,
Manager,

E. ST.

Vloc-Pree’t * Oen'l

sold below Giandpupld* price*.

A liberal reward will be paid to any
party who will produce a case of Liver,
Kidney or Stomach complaint that Eciectrie Bitters will not speedily cure. Bring
them along, it will cost you nothing for
the medicine if it fails to cure, and you
will be well rewarded for your trouble besides. All Blood diseases, Biliousness,

ME A CALL.
H. WYKHCY8EN.
HoLLAwn^Mlch.,
1868.
GIVE

Jaundice, Constipation, and genera! debilquickly cured. Satisfactionguaranteed, or money refunded. Price only
fifty cents per buttle. For sale by Heber
ity are

Walsh.

_

July

•SEWING MACHIKE CO'
UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK

CHICAGO.ILL
•ORANGE, MASS.

THE

Meyers. Brouwer

&

Co.

DEALERS IN

Special Township Meeting.

FURNITURE

&

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.
D.

& M« R. R, Lands.

ing the question to raise by taxation upon
By the provision* of an act of the late aesalon
the taxable property of the Township of
of the legislature, all persona holding title by deed
Holland for the year 1883, the sum of or contract to any of the D. A X. R. R. lands, *oSeven hundred dollars ($700.00) for the called, from either Bowes, Gould or Griswold, upon making certain proof, will be entitledto a

AYER'S

NEW

GROCERY Ague

Paee’r Ag’t,

T£.

BOOITE,

Cure

tains an antidote for all malarial disorders which, so far m known, Is used In no other
remedy. It contains no Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substancewhatever, and consequently produces no injurious effect upon the constitution,but leaves the system as healthy as it
was before the attack.
©on

-AND.

DRY GOODS STORE

.

Notice is hereby given that a special
Township meeting of the Electors of the
Township of Holland, will be held at the
Townhouse, in said Township, on the 18th
day of August, A. D. 1888, at which meet-

IN

84-ly

80.

A

CHICAGO.

a couple o'gits.”

Well Bmrfted.

JOHN,

Oon'l T’kt

The oldest established Stable in the city.

On Market

Street,

near Eighth,

I have the newest and beet JIBARSB In this
to city, with the finest hones and carriagesfor funersl
cure every ease of Fever and Ague, Intermittent purposes, which I will fhrnish
er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete atock Bilious Fever, and Liver Complaint caused by
as cheap, if not cheaper
of Grocerlo*,— alwa/a of the Fresheatand Purest, malaria. In ease of failure,after due trial, dealbutalnoall kind* of Farmer* Produce, Provisiono, ers are authorised, by our circular dated July
than any party in this city.
Etc., Etc.
1st, 1883, to refund the money.
H. BOONB.
Hollaxd, July 88th. 1888.
2Mf
Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Mats.
Alsoa very large and asaorted stock of

C.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

W* WARRANT AYER'S AGUE CURE

<

DRI GOODS

Sold by all Druggists.

Which we Intend to keep as completeas possl. jk MM AM A week made at home by the in
purpose of rebuildingthe bridge over patent from the state for .nch land*.
|E dnstrions.Best businessnow beble embracing all the latest and beat made fabrica
M fore the public.Capital not needBlack River, on the Section line Road beP®«<k>* having perfected their title under the
mm
ed- Wfi will start yon. Men,
tween Sections 26 and 85, T. 5 N. of R. act of 1881 and paid up back taxea, may recover
women, boys and girls wanted
of inch taxes from the state.
Crockery,
Stone & Glassware. Mr
15
Near the residenceof F. Van part
everywhereto work For us. Now
Special attention will be given to the settlement
Is
the
time.
You
can work In spare time, or give
Slooten. The polls will be opened at 9 of all such claims on reasonable terms.
your whole time to the businese. No other busl
o'clock A. M. and closed at 8 o’clock P.
OommuDicatlons either In person or by letter FARMERS’
IN ness will pay you nearly as well. No one can fail
promptlyattended to.
M. of said day.
to make enormouspay. by engaging at once.
EXCHANGE.
G. VAN 8GRBLVBN.
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fast,
Isaac Mabsiuk, Township Clerk.
C. 8TXKBTBB A BOS.
easily, and honorably. Address TRUB * CO.,
Dated at Holland, Aug. 8d, 1888.
D.U4, B, 1M.
Bosoasp. Get. 1Mb,
10-1 j
Augusts,
48-

^ M

W.

PRODUCE TAKEN

1860.

Mains.

ipeopie are always or the lookout
lor changes to Increasetheir
learnings, and In time become
wealthy: those who do not Ira
iproye their opportunitiesremain In poverty.
offer a

WISE!

We

great chance to make money. We want manv
men, women, boys and girls to work for us In their
own localities.Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will pay more
than ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfit*
furnished free. No cae who engages fails to make
monsy rapidly. You aan devote your whole time
to the work, or only your spare momenta. Full Information and all that is needed sentftee.Addreee
8TIN80N A CO., Portland,
4Ujr

Maine.

